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摘  要 
在过去的 10年中，网络视频流媒体已经得到了巨大的普及，并成为了娱乐和

教育的重要来源。根据用户个人条件，这种普及的增加也对更高质量的流，更短

的缓冲时间和服务的适应性提出更高的要求。这些需求与互联网使用率的不断增

加，也对流媒体服务提供商提供了更大的挑战。  

在本论文中，我们进行了探索性的研究和开发项目。这个项目的目的主要是

调查研究有关建立一个多媒体流服务的常用方法，标准和趋势。根据这些调查结

果该项目目的是要根据研究结果，建立一个基于网络的流媒体服务。 

本论文的研究分为至少五个重要组成部分，以建立一个成功的流服务。它们

是服务提供系统的结构，该服务的应用程序接口，该服务托管解决方案，服务数

据存储解决方案，最后的实际流模块。  基于常用的设计方法对每个关键部件的

调查结果，对论文项目进行了实现。目前的系统是使用基于事件的系统结构框架

Node.js 构造，RESTful 应用程序接口也已被实现，主要负责管理客户端请求路由

部分，同时系统实现用了自托管服务器解决方案，这些都是所在论文实习公司的

未来计划投资企业级的基于云的服务器解决方案的一部分。对于服务数据存储解

决方案的关系型数据库管理系统，本论文使用了 MySQL 进行实现。对于最后一

个系统的重要组件，对基于超文本传输协议的多媒体流的流模块的支持也已经被

实现。选择这种技术也是由于使用超文本传输协议，可以带来成本效率和带宽优

化等许多好处。选择使用超文本传输协议同时也是基于一个在流媒体社区内最新

公布的 MPEG-DASH标准的一个重要趋势。 

 
关键词：基于超文本传输协议的流，MPEG-DASH，Node.js，RESTful 应用程
序接口 
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Abstract 
Over the past 10 years online video streaming has seen a tremendous increase 

in popularity, as it has become a great source of both entertainment and education. 
This increase in popularity has led to demands for higher quality streams, shorter 
buffering time and service adaptivity, based on the user’s personal prerequisites. 
These demands together with a constant increase in Internet usage have posed 
several challenges for streaming service providers to overcome. 

Within this master thesis an exploratory research and development project has 
been conducted. The project’s purpose has been to investigate common approaches, 
standards and trends related to establishing a multimedia streaming service. Based 
on the results from these investigations, the purpose has furthermore been to design 
and implement a proof-of-concept streaming server fulfilling the thesis internship 
company’s needs and requirements. 

Research has concluded that there are at least five vital components, which 
have to be carefully considered in order to establish a successful streaming service. 
These vital components are; the service system structure, the service application 
programming interface (API), the service hosting solution, the service data storage 
solution and finally the actual streaming module. Based on results from conducted 
investigations of common design approaches for each vital component, decisions 
for the thesis project implementation have been made. The resulting system has 
been built using the event-based system structure framework Node.js. A 
representational state transfer (REST) API has furthermore been implemented for 
managing client request routing. The resulting system has been implemented on a 
self-hosted server solution even though this is neither a preferred choice in theory 
nor common practice. The decision has however been made due to future plans at 
the thesis internship company of investing in a corporate-wide cloud-based server 
solution. For the service data storage solution the relation-based database 
management system MySQL has been implemented. For the final recognized vital 
component, the streaming module, support for HTTP-based multimedia streams has 
been implemented. This choice of technique has been made due to the many 
benefits brought on by using HTTP, such as cost efficiency and bandwidth 
optimization. The use of HTTP is also currently a trending choice of technique 
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within the streaming community due to the recently published standard 
MPEG-DASH.    
Keywords: HTTP-based streaming; MPEG-DASH; Node.js; RESTful API;  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Already in the early days of the Internet there was a belief that consumers 
should be able to receive media content using this new medium [1]. There was also a 
belief that when providing this content, the receiver should not have to wait until 
the entire file was received before being able to start watching it. Due to the 
best-effort nature of the Internet however, there were a set of challenges, which had 
to be overcome before being able to offer this service to the end user. The 
applications had to be able to handle issues such as network congestion and 
fluctuations in available bandwidth in order for the user to have a lag free video 
playback experience. This meant that in order to ensure full customer satisfaction, 
the streaming applications needed ways of adjusting to the ever-changing conditions 
on the Internet. 

As can be seen in figure 1-1, over the past two decades the number of Internet 
users has virtually exploded from a total amount of approximately 45 million users 
worldwide in 1995 to over 3 billion users in 2015 [2]. The increase in users has in 
turn led to an enormous increase of the data traffic, taking place on the Internet. 
Cisco approximates that 76 Exabyte of data is trafficking the Internet every month 
in 2015 [3]. Out of this traffic Cisco further approximates that about 50% is related 
to video data. This is a number, which is expected to reach 60% by the year 2018. 
This growing trend is feeding an ever-increasing demand for continuous research 
and development within the area of video streaming.  

 
Figure 1-1, Internet Growth Statistics 1995-2015 [2] 
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Over the years many different solutions for video streaming have been 
proposed and utilized. In the last 5 years however a frequently discussed topic 
within the streaming community has been HyperText Transfer Protocol-based 
(HTTP-based) media streams [1]. 

HTTP, which has been widely used to handle transactions of structured text 
over the Internet since 1990, is using a well-established infrastructure of network 
servers and caches [4]. This infrastructure has been designed to handle great amounts 
of Internet traffic quickly and efficiently by balancing the load among its many 
servers. The servers and caches used are also relatively cheap, making the 
infrastructure more cost-efficient to scale compared to using other server-types for 
managing data [5]. These features have been recognized as very suitable not only for 
handling transactions of text but also media content [6]. Over the past 5 years, 
several HTTP-based streaming solutions have been presented. Along side with these 
solutions the streaming industry has requested an open standard for HTTP-based 
streaming [7]. In response to this request the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) 
initialized a project to establish such a standard in 2009. The project was a 
collaboration between MPEG representatives as well as representatives from several 
major media streaming providers. The project was given the name MPEG Adaptive 
Dynamic Streaming over HTTP, MPEG-DASH for short. In 2012 the ISO standard 
(also named MPEG-DASH) was finally published [8]. Since then, several major 
providers of streaming services such as Netflix [9], Microsoft [10] and Adobe [11] have 
all converged into using this new standard.  

1.1 Thesis project background 

This thesis presents the final piece of documentation from a master thesis 
project, conducted as part of a double degree master program in international 
software engineering. The master program is a collaboration between Harbin 
Institute of Technology (HIT) in China and Linköping University (LiU) in Sweden. 
Throughout the master thesis project, work has been supervised, evaluated and 
finally examined by the two universities mentioned above. Because of the 
collaboration, a double set of thesis requirements have been followed throughout 
the thesis project, one set of requirements from HIT and another set from LiU.    

The thesis project has been carried out at Netlight Consulting AB (referred to 
as “thesis internship company” throughout the reminder of this thesis). The thesis 
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internship company is a Swedish IT consultancy firm with an office in Stockholm, 
Sweden, as well as in other major cities throughout Europe. At the thesis internship 
company knowledge sharing is a central and important tool in the everlasting strive 
towards always being able to offer consultancy on the technological edge. Currently 
the knowledge sharing comes in the shape of company lectures, seminars and 
educational sessions, which are being held at the various company offices. 
Company employees are free to join these events, which have become greatly 
appreciated.  

The majority of the thesis internship company’s consultants are stationed at 
customer locations, because of business convenience reasons. The company is also 
currently growing rapidly establishing new offices in several countries throughout 
Europe. These two situations are making it increasingly difficult for the company’s 
employees to get access to the company knowledge sharing that is being offered. 
The problem partially consists of consultants finding it hard to attend knowledge 
sharing sessions since they take place at the thesis internship company’s home 
offices. Depending on which customer the consultant is currently working for, he or 
she might be stationed in a location far away from the home office. Another aspect 
of the problem is that as the company grows geographically, the percentage of 
employees being able to attend a specific knowledge sharing sessions at a specific 
office is growing smaller. For example an employee belonging to any of the 
German offices is currently unable to access any of the knowledge sharing events or 
material being offered at any other European office. This is unless he or she decides 
to travel there, which is very inconvenient.  

Because of the above mentioned issued related to knowledge sharing among 
company consultants, the thesis internship company has requested a web-based 
streaming platform to help improve the accessibility to knowledge sharing material. 
The design and implementation of the backend system for this platform is what has 
been the main task for this master thesis project.  

1.2 Purpose and Aim 

The purpose of this master thesis project has been to investigate common 
approaches, standards and trends related to establishing a multimedia streaming 
service. The purpose has furthermore been to investigate the essential techniques 
behind HTTP-based streaming in order to determine if this technique is suitable for 
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the streaming platform requested by the thesis internship company. Based on the 
results from described investigations, the purpose has finally been to design and 
implement a proof-of-concept streaming server fulfilling the thesis internship 
company’s needs and requirements.  

1.3 Problem Definition 

It is a fact that video content is representing a significant percentage of the 
Internet traffic today. It is also a fact that many major streaming service providers 
are converging their applications in order to adapt to the new standard, 
HTTP-DASH. As was described in the introduction, dynamic adaptive streaming 
over HTTP is currently a frequently discussed topic within the streaming 
community. Companies such as Microsoft [10], Adobe [11] and Apple [12] have all 
released their own solutions for HTTP-based streaming. All theses solutions are 
built to serve millions of viewers in a large number of locations simultaneously. If 
the user group would be much smaller, would it still be wise to convert to this new 
standard or should small-scale solutions stick to using more mature ways of 
providing video streams? If the choice was made to provide HTTP-based streaming, 
what would be a suitable streaming server implementation and what would be its 
vital components? The problem definition related to this thesis has been 
summarized into four questions, which are presented below. These questions have 
been used to help fulfill the purpose and aim of the master thesis project and keep 
thesis related research on track. 

 
(1) Which are the vital components to consider in order establish a successful 

streaming service? 
(2) Which are the key success factors of HTTP-based streaming? 
(3) Given the conditions at the thesis internship company, would HTTP-based 

streaming be a preferable choice of technique for implementation and why? 
(4) How well does the system resulting from the thesis project and the chosen 

approach manage to fulfill the company’s system requirements?  

1.4 Limitations 

Due to the limited time frame of the thesis project as well as the fact that the 
project has to achieve a sufficient technological depth, the following limitations 
have been set up: 
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(1) The thesis will only describe design and implementation of the streaming 
application server-side.  

(2) The thesis project has not been given any monetary budget. This has 
implied that the project has not been able to utilize any third party 
components or services for the implementation if they have not been 
provided free of charge.  

(3) The presented methods for achieving video streaming described within this 
thesis have been limited to only cover HTTP-based streaming in detail. The 
thesis however presents a brief description of the historical advancements 
within the entire field of video streaming. 

(4) Due to the fact that a streaming server consist of many components and that 
time is limited for this thesis project, most of the needed components have 
only been described on relatively high theoretical level. Major common 
approaches and directions have been described for each component, 
however no in-depth description has been included. This goes for all 
streaming server components apart from the actual streaming module.  

(5) The thesis project will not result in a production-ready system. Instead the 
resulting product will be a proof of concept system, which can be extended 
for production later on. 

(6) The resulting system does not include a self-built solution for discussions 
and comments within the system. A third party solution already in 
operation at the thesis internship company has been used for this. 

(7) The resulting system will not include a user management system.   

1.5 Approach 

The approach, which was chosen for conducting this thesis project, was to keep 
two processes of thesis related work running in parallel throughout the duration of 
the project. The first process has involved the writing of this thesis paper, the 
gathering and analysis of project relevant literature as well as documenting the 
progress of the thesis related system development. The second process of thesis 
related work has involved the requirements elicitation, design, implementation and 
testing related to the thesis project system development. 
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1.5.1 Assignment of project owner and establishment of backlog  

In the early stages of the thesis project, the thesis internship company assigned 
the project a product owner. Throughout the remainder of the project, this person 
was regarded as the requesting customer and primary source of system requirement. 
The product owner has throughout the project been dictating over relevance level 
and priority of the various requested system features. Based on this priority and 
relevance level, a system development backlog was established. Within this backlog 
the requested system features were listed and prioritized by the assigned product 
owner. 

1.5.2 Literature study 

In order to gain sufficient knowledge of commonly used techniques for 
implementing a streaming service and setting up a related server, a literature study 
was conducted early in the project. Throughout this literature study, general 
approaches and standards for design, implementation and testing of streaming 
servers were recognized. During the literature study a specific focus was set on 
investigating techniques for establishing dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP. 
The findings from this in-depth study were later used in the work to establish a 
dynamic adaptive streaming service as part of the final system resulting from the 
thesis project.  

In order to ensure that information from the literature study was valid and 
accurate, the study only used sources from well-known and recognized publishers, 
authors and magazines (as far as it was possible). In order to ensure that found 
results were not biased or incorrect, the literature study findings were furthermore 
validated within several sources. 

The results and findings from the literature study have been used to establish a 
firm theoretical foundation for the thesis project. Through analyzing the literature 
study findings as well as frequently discussing potential approaches for system 
design and development together with the product owner, an appropriate approach 
for system implementation was established. 

1.5.3 Agile system development process  

Throughout this thesis project, all system development has been conducted in 
an agile manner following the Scrum methodology [13]. Requirements gathering, 
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design, implementation and testing of the various system modules have been 
conducted iteratively. Each of these iterations (from here on referred to as sprints) 
lasted for a two-week period. During this time a set of features from the system 
backlog were selected for implementation.  

Generally each sprint consisted of an initial requirement gathering process for 
the features to be developed. This process was then followed by a design phase, an 
implementation phase and finally a testing phase. At the end of each sprint, a demo 
session was held where the sprint deliverable was presented to the project product 
owner, who provided feedback. The deliverable consisted of an updated version of 
the streaming server. Throughout the thesis project the adaption of the final system 
in accordance with provided feedback was seen as very important, because of the 
plan to integrate the final product as part of the set of web-based tools in use at the 
thesis internship company. A final system adapted to suit the needs of the intended 
users was seen as crucial for the success of this integration and future usage.     

1.5.4 Initial release of system beta-version 

An early goal within the thesis project was to quickly develop and publish a 
primitive beta-version of the final system. When the beta-version was finished, it 
was published within the internal network of the thesis internship company, thereby 
making it available to the employees of the company. This beta-version was from 
this point on upgraded iteratively and held constantly running throughout the entire 
thesis project. Keeping a system version running in this manner created an 
opportunity to collect additional feedback on the system throughout the entire 
project as well as to refine the system features.  

1.6 Main content and organization of the thesis 

This subsection will present the main content of the thesis report as well as a 
brief description of the various report chapters 

1.6.1 Main content of the thesis  

This report is the final piece of documentation of a master thesis project aiming 
to provide a tool for more efficient and accessible knowledge sharing among 
IT-consultants. The platform resulting from this thesis project enables all employee 
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of the thesis internship company to upload and discuss corporate knowledge sharing 
content as well as to consume it through media streaming.  

The thesis report describes the process of designing, implementing and testing 
the server-side of the presented streaming platform. Initially the report presents 
results from a conducted literature study focused on describing the essential 
components of a streaming server. Based on the results from the literature study the 
thesis report further describes an overview of the platform requested by the thesis 
internship company. This overview has then been broken down into a set of system 
modules each responsible for key system functionalities. Every module has been 
described in an individual chapter subsection where a use case diagram as well as a 
requiremens specification has been provided initially. Each of the stated module use 
cases have also been broken down further into system flows illustrated by use case 
description cards and system flowcharts. Based on the system requirements, use 
cases and system flows, a design description has then been provided for each system 
module. The description explains how the module has been implemented and finally 
tested in order to make sure it fulfils all elicited requirements.  

1.6.2 Organization of the thesis 

The thesis report has been divided into 6 chapters, which are all described 
briefly below.  

Chapter 1 initially presents a brief historical background of the advancements 
within the field of media streaming. Next, the chapter describes background 
information related to the conducted thesis project as well as its purpose and aim. 
Chapter 1 furthermore defines the problem, which the thesis project has made an 
attempt in solving followed by a description of the thesis project limitations. Finally 
chapter 1 explains the chosen approach of the thesis project as well as the main 
content and structure for the thesis report itself. 

Chapter 2 presents the state of art of the thesis project. Here, the various 
components, which together form a streaming server, are described as well as 
general approaches and directions for constructing each component. The final 
section of chapter 2 takes a closer look at techniques related to establishing media 
streams. The section describes traditional approaches for media streaming as well as 
trending directions. Finally, chapter 2 presents an in-depth description of 
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HTTP-based streaming as well as artifacts related to establishing dynamic adaptive 
streaming over HTTP. 

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the system requested by the master thesis 
internship company. The chapter explains the goal of the resulting system and 
presents a description of the project requirements gathering and analysis process. 
Next the chapter presents two high-level use case diagrams, which were constructed 
from the initial set of gathered system requirements. These use case diagrams are 
then broken down into high-level functional and non-functional requirements. 
Finally chapter 3 illustrates the basic architecture for the requested system. 

Chapter 4 initially describes major project decisions, which were made 
regarding technologies and approaches for the development process. Tools, which 
were chosen for supporting the development process, are also presented. Next the 
chapter presents a description of how the resulting streaming server has been 
designed. The chapter also describes how each of the modules, which together form 
the streaming server were developed and tested. 

Chapter 5 summarizes the system resulting from the thesis project 
implementation. Here, key system flow charts are presented as well as a description 
of the system database structure. The end of chapter 5 describes how the 
non-functional system requirements presented in chapter 3 were fulfilled. 

Chapter 6 discusses and reflects upon the chosen approach, the resulting 
product as well as potential further work to be done.  

Chapter 7 concludes the master thesis project. Here, the four issues posed 
within the thesis problem definition are also answered based on the results and 
findings from the conducted project.  
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Chapter 2 State of Art 

Chapter 2 presents the theoretical framework, serving as a foundation for the 
master thesis. The chapter describes various approaches for structuring a web server 
system as well as establishing an efficient server API. The chapter furthermore 
presents common approaches and directions for server hosting, application data 
storage and finally media streaming. When presenting streaming within the final 
subsection, an in-depth description is also provided on the topic of dynamic 
adaptive HTTP-based streaming. 

2.1 Web server system structure 

When designing and implementing a web-based server there are several 
challenges, which have to be considered in order to ensure a successful 
implementation [14]. Depending on the nature of a web application, a connected web 
server will be subject to varying amounts of traffic. For this reason it is important to 
make sure that the server is fit to handle potentially large amounts of traffic 
efficiently. Another important issue to consider is the fact that client requests may 
be sent to the web server at any point in time. Because of this, the ability to manage 
incoming requests at the same time as processing previous requests is crucial for a 
successful server implementation. 

When designing and implementing any kind of server, there are generally two 
major approaches, which are commonly used; event-based and thread-based server 
implementations [14]. Already in 1979 Needham R. M. and Lauer H. C. discussed 
the issue of whether to adopt the one approach or the other [15]. The same issue has 
since then been discussed, back and forth, repeatedly by academia [16][17]. The 
following two subsections will present each of these two approaches along with 
their features. 

2.1.1 Event-based servers 

The core principle of having an event-based server is to only have one single 
system thread running [15]. This thread is running what is called the system 
event-loop, which handles incoming requests and passing them on to a set of 
connected event-handlers. When a request reaches the server the event loop parses 
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the request in order to find out which event handler is responsible for processing the 
request. When a suitable event handler is found the event-loop routes the request to 
this handler’s processing queue. An illustration of an event-based system can be 
seen in figure 2-1.  

 
Figure	  2-‐1,	  Illustration	  of	  an	  event-‐based	  system	  

While the event handler is processing requests, the event-loop is still running 
and thereby capable of serving new incoming requests concurrently. Event-handlers 
serve queued requests in a first come, first serve basis. This means that no 
event-handler will interrupt an on-going request-serving process in favour of 
another request, which is known as pre-emptive scheduling. When the event-handler 
is done processing a request, a callback is triggered where the generated response is 
sent back into the event-loop. The event-loop can then pass this response back to the 
requesting client. This message-and-response principle handles each incoming 
request as a unique session. This means that no request-related information is kept 
within the system after finishing the request processing.  

By using several event handlers and a continuously running event-loop the 
event-based servers manage to avoid concurrency issues such as locking and 
synchronization problems [15]. An event-based system is commonly configured to be 
active for only as short durations as is required for processing incoming requests. 
When there are no requests to serve, the system becomes idle, waiting for new 
requests to invoke handlers. 

A situation where an event-based system may run into problems is when it is 
dealing with event handlers needing a lot of time to process a request [15]. This may 
cause the system to become less responsive if there are several requests queuing up 
for the time consuming handler.  
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Another problematic situation for event-based systems occurs if there is a need 
of maintaining states across multiple request-processing events. Because of the 
principle of treating each incoming request as a unique session, there is no session 
id or linking indicator, which can be used to distinguish multiple related requests. 
Therefore, it is not possible to share any information in-between two separate 
request-processing events. 

2.1.1.1 Node.js 

An example of an event-based server implementation is a web-server built with 
the Node.js framework [14]. Node.js was released for the first time in 2009, which 
makes it a relatively young framework for server implementations. The framework, 
written in JavaScript, is asynchronous, event-driven and running on Google’s V8 
JavaScript engine [18]. Node.js is designed for building highly scalable applications 
capable of serving large amount of concurrent users. The idea behind Node.js is to 
provide a framework, which is resource efficient and at the same time easy to use. 
The idea is furthermore to help users avoid potentially cumbersome threading 
implementations through using one single event-loop, which relays incoming 
request to connected event-handlers. The framework is designed with streaming and 
low latency kept in mind. For this reason, HTTP has been chosen as the 
framework’s primary communication protocol, because of its well-established 
infrastructure with efficient caching and load balancing abilities [18]. 

By default Node.js is event-based, however, it is also possible to achieve a 
thread-based behaviour through using what is called “child processes”. These child 
processes are threads, which can be used when having to process CPU-intensive 
tasks. When using these processes, tasks performed by event handler are allowed to 
run in parallel. Node.js can thereby manage to overcome previously described 
issues such as being less responsive when serving time demanding requests [18].   

2.1.2 Thread-based servers 

The core principle of a thread-based server is to supply each new connection 
with a separate and individual thread for serving its requests [15]. Each thread can be 
seen as a small instance of the full server capacity made available for each 
connection. All of these allocated threads run concurrently on the server machine. A 
common way of implementing this allocation of threads is through setting up a 
thread-pool containing a limited amount of available server threads. Each new client 
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connecting to the server is then supplied with a thread from this pool as long as 
there are any available. When the server is done processing all client requests, the 
thread is released back to the thread-pool for reuse. If there are no threads available 
in the thread-pool to supply an incoming request, the request is placed in a task 
queue awaiting a thread to become available. 

An implementation of a thread-based server utilizes a shared state of server 
resources [17]. This means that all concurrently running threads are using the same 
server data. If not considered carefully, this implementation may cause data related 
concurrency issues when several threads are operating on the same data. A common 
practice when implementing thread-based servers is therefore to manage access to 
the server resources through process scheduling, context switching and resource 
locking. 

On a thread-based server, there may be hundreds or thousands of threads 
running concurrently. The server does however usually not have enough cores in its 
CPU in order to perform calculations for all these thread concurrently. A process 
scheduler is therefore implemented to make sure that the concurrent threads are 
provided with sufficient time slots for running their calculations within a core [17]. 
When a time slot runs out, the thread is stopped and another thread is given access 
to the server’s processing resources.  

The switching between threads is commonly referred to as context 
switching [19]. During the context switching process, the server first stores the state 
(context) of the thread about to be stopped. The server then loads the latest stored 
state of the next thread about to be allowed to process its calculations. This process 
is required in order to let an active thread continue from where it was previously 
stopped by the server. 

The principle of having all threads utilizing a shared state of server resources 
requires careful consideration during implementation in order to avoid issues. If one 
running thread is altering data, which is being used concurrently by another thread, 
this might result in one of the threads returning an unexpected result. A situation 
where the result of a process execution is dependent on the scheduled order of 
concurrent threads is commonly referred to as a race condition. An example of such 
a situation can be seen in figure 2-2. In order to come to terms with this problem, a 
commonly implemented mitigation technique is called resource locking [15]. This 
implies that a resource about to be utilized by a thread becomes unavailable for all 
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other threads until the first thread is finished using the resource. This technique 
efficiently mitigates race condition issues, however, resource locking also needs to 
be handled carefully. A locked resource will not be made available until the 
utilizing thread releases the resource. If not being carefully considered the 
implementation of resource locking might be vulnerable to so-called deadlock 
situations. An example of such a situation can be seen in figure 2-2.  

 
Figure 2-2, Example of deadlock situation due to resource locking and a race condition issue  

A deadlock situation occurs when two or more processes are competing for the 
same resources and a circular waiting queue occurs. Within this queue each process 
is waiting for another process in the queue to finish its task and release its resources. 
Since no process in this case will finish its task and thereby release its resources to 
the other waiting processes, the system becomes locked [15].   

2.1.2.1 Apache HTTP server 

Apache HTTP Server (commonly referred to as “Apache”) is an example of 
thread-based web-server software, which has been widely used since its release 
1995 [20]. The company Q-success approximates that close to 60% of all 
web-servers currently in use are represented by Apache web-servers [21]. Apache 
uses a pool of threads from which each new connection is provided an individual 
thread to serve its request [14].  

2.1.3 Server Application-Programming Interface 

The architecture of a web server can often be complex, consisting of a large set 
of functions, which all must be called in a specific order to achieve the wanted 
result. Understanding this complex structure can be a cumbersome and 
time-consuming process for a developer who is attempting to build an application 
communicating with the server. In order to facilitate such situations a common 
component of a web server implementation is the API. The API presents a 
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specification of how client applications can and should interact with the web server 
in order to achieve desired results. The API provides a set of building blocks, which 
developers can then utilize for the implementation. 

Today when it comes to web-server APIs, two of the most commonly used API 
architectures are Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and Representational State 
Transfer (REST) [22]. In the following subsections the two API architectures are 
presented in more detail. 

2.1.3.1 Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 

Historically, SOAP (published in 1998) was regarded as the more mature API 
protocol in comparison to REST. The protocol has for a long time been viewed 
upon as the standard choice for API implementation [22]. Communications with 
SOAP comes in the shape of SOAP-envelopes, which consist of an envelope header 
and a body. The envelope header contains information describing the message being 
sent and the body encapsulates the requested server action. SOAP-envelopes and its 
content are structured using XML and can be transferred using a large variety of 
transfer protocols such as HTTP, TCP or SMTP [22]. HTTP is however the most 
commonly used protocol for envelope encapsulation and transportation. When 
requests reach the server the SOAP-envelope is parsed and the encapsulated server 
request is processed. Figure 2-3 shows an example of a SOAP-envelope 
encapsulated in an HTTP request. 

 
Figure 2-3, SOAP-envelope encapsulated in an HTTP request 

The advantages of SOAP are its extensibility and the fact that it is language, 
platform and transport agnostic. SOAP also contains built-in error handling for 
taking care of errors occurring when processing the request [22].  
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A huge disadvantage of SOAP is however, the fact that it is quite verbose. This 
makes SOAP requests more cumbersome to create and is therefore used less 
frequently today (2015). SOAP requests are also conceptually more “heavy-weight” 
than REST, resulting in SOAP taking a slightly longer time to process [22].      

2.1.3.2 Representational State Transfer (REST) 

Unlike SOAP, which is a protocol, REST is more of an architectural style [22]. 
REST was introduced as a concept in the year 2000 as an alternative architecture 
with a simpler structure for communication taking place over HTTP. REST has 
however later on been extended to support several other protocols, but HTTP is still 
the predominant choice [22]. HTTP-based REST APIs make use of the same set of 
verbs as HTTP uses (i.e. GET, POST, DELETE etc.) to manage incoming requests. 
Unlike SOAP where the requested server action is encapsulated in an envelope, 
REST adds this information to the request URL. The URL is then parsed on the 
server and the requested server action is recognized. System APIs, which follow 
this structure, are commonly referred to as RESTful APIs.  

Figure 2-4 shows an example of a similar request as the one previously seen in 
figure 2-3, however this request is sent to a RESTful API.  

 
Figure 2-4, HTTP request made to a RESTful API 

The advantage of REST is its simple structure making it easy to implement. 
The simplicity also shortens the parsing time on the server in comparison to using 
SOAP [22]. A disadvantage of REST is that it does not offer any authentication 
features, meaning that authentication of REST requests have to be handled by other 
services [22].  

2.2 Server hosting 

When building a distributed system such as a web application it is necessary to 
take into account where the application code and data is to be hosted. Generally 
there are two different directions available when it comes to this hosting question; 
self-hosting on a dedicated server or using a third party hosting solution. Each of 
the two choices come with their own set of advantages and disadvantages, which 
will be presented in the following subsections. 

1 GET http://www.mySite.com/videos/ExampleVideoName

1
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2.2.1 Self-hosted server 

Using a self-hosted server implies that all code and data connected to the web 
application is stored on and run from a server owned by the originator of the 
application. The advantage of having a privately owned server dedicated for 
running the web application lies in the amount of server control, which this choice 
implies [23]. Through self-hosting, the originator has full access to the hosting server 
and full rights to let the server perform in any way the originator chooses for the 
application. 

Disadvantages connected to self-hosting are on the other hand connected to 
redundancy and concurrency [23]. If problems occurs on the self-hosted server 
resulting in server failure, this might imply that the web application stops working 
properly. Furthermore, if the server breaks down, all server data may be lost if there 
are no backup solutions available. Moreover a self-hosted server will generally only 
have the ability of serving a rather limited number of concurrent connections. In 
order to serve more connections, the system has to be scaled up. This may be a 
costly process if new server hardware has to be bought.  

2.2.2 Third party server hosting 

Instead of running applications on a self-hosted server solution, this task can 
be handed to specialized providers of such services. This is commonly referred to as 
third party hosting and the core principle of this is that some other party lets a client 
lease processing power for running the client’s applications. Commonly, these third 
parties own a cluster of servers and can thereby provide different kinds of 
subscription plans for processing power depending on a client’s needs [23].  

A great benefit, which comes with utilizing a third party hosting solution, is 
connected to the previously mentioned issue of system scaling [23]. The third party 
solutions usually hold much more processing power than what is required by a 
single client. This makes system scaling very easy since clients can simply upgrade 
their hosting subscription if more processing power would be needed later on. This 
will in many cases be much cheaper for a client than having to buy new hardware in 
order to scale. 

Another benefit, which can come from utilizing a third party hosting solution, 
is connected to system redundancy [23]. As was described for self-hosting solutions, 
a potential server crash might result in system failure, or even data loss. By utilizing 
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a third-party hosting solution, this issue can often be mitigated if the hosting 
provider uses a server cluster, which is very common. Within this cluster 
application data can be mirrored on several servers. This means that if one server 
breaks down, traffic can be relayed to another server within the cluster, thereby 
avoiding system failure. Within the server cluster each hosted application is 
provided with a virtual server instance. This is done in order for the application to 
appear just as if it would be hosted on one single server instead of a large server 
network [23]. 

A disadvantage connected to third party hosting solutions is however related to 
server access. An application hosted by a third party, usually has limited access to 
the hosting server functionalities. This means that a client is not able to configure 
any core server functionalities for the client application. All configurations can only 
exist within the actual application.  

An example of a third party application hosting service is Heroku. Heroku 
provides clients with multiple kinds of subscriptions plans for cloud-based 
processing power depending on the clients needs [24]. 

2.2.2.1 Content Delivery Networks 

When utilizing a third party hosting solution, a separation is often made 
between hosting the actual application and hosting related content (text, images, 
video etc.). For the hosting of related content a common approach is to use what is 
called a Content Delivery Network (CDN) [25]. The structure of a CDN is very 
similar to the structure of the third party solutions hosting applications. The CDN 
consists of a cluster of servers, which can be accessed remotely by connecting 
clients. The major difference between these two server clusters is the kind of 
operations for which they are intended. When hosting the running instance of an 
entire application, this can sometimes require the server to run very complex and 
resource heavy operations. Because of this, these servers need to have sufficient 
processing power to be able to support such situations. Within a CDN the expected 
operations are much less complex and will most of the time only consist of 
receiving and sending files to and from clients. For these reasons, the CDN servers 
do not require as much processing power, but rather a well-established ability to 
handle many content requests concurrently. This is generally accomplished by 
spreading out the servers of the CDN on many geographical locations [25]. This will 
imply that some of the servers are located closer to some clients, while other servers 
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are located closer to other clients. When a client requests some content this request 
is first passed to the CDN server closest to the client, checking if the content is 
stored there. If not, the request is relayed deeper into the CDN until it finds a server 
where content is stored. This content is then sent back to the requesting client and is 
simultaneously cached on the servers, which the response passes on the way to the 
client. This implies that if another client would request the same content later on, 
the time to retrieve this content will be significantly lower. Of course content will 
not be cached on all servers between the client and the origin server forever. At 
some point if no clients have requested the content within a specified duration, the 
cached content will be removed. 

CDN solutions commonly provide the same mirroring capabilities as the 
network clusters used for hosting client applications. This implies an increased 
redundancy of the application data as well. The CDN solutions are also generally 
very scalable, meaning that clients can subscribe for as much space as they need for 
the moment and potentially upgrade this subscription in the future. 

Figure 2-5 below describes the core principle of a CDN. 

 
Figure	  2-‐5,	  Principle	  behind	  CDN	  

2.3 Application data storage 

A common approach for storing and structuring data connected to a web 
application is to incorporate some form of database solution. The simplest form of 
this kind of data storage would be to store all application data in a simple text 
file [26]. This file is then accessed and parsed by the application through the use of 
information retrieval techniques, such as searching based on key words. This 
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solution works fairly well as long as the application does not use large amounts of 
data. However, as the amount of data grows, text files quickly become hard to 
manage. The lack of structure in simple text files also makes the data storage 
solution inefficient when it comes to data retrieval. This is because of the low 
search result precision, which comes from only using word matching to filter data 
within the text files [26]. 

A more efficient and also more commonly utilized approach to data storage is 
to implement a DataBase Management System (DBMS) incorporating more data 
structure. When selecting DBMS there are generally two approaches to choose 
between; Relational DBMSs (RDBMS) or Non-Relational DBMSs. The main 
difference between the two is the way data is structured in relation to each other. 
For each of the two approaches there are advantages and disadvantages, which will 
be described in further detail in the following subsections.   

2.3.1 RDBMS 

RDBMSs are based on the relational model introduced by Edgar Frank Codd in 
1970 [27]. The model represents data in terms of collections connected by relations. 
These collections do in most cases consist of tables in which the data is structured. 
Each row within these tables is called a tuple, representing a collection of related 
data. The data in each tuple are referred to as attributes. The columns of the tables 
are used to divide data into different types [27]. This table design enforces a rather 
strict data structure, where all new entries have to follow the predefined structure. 
An RDBMS may incorporate multiple sets of these tables to represent different 
collections of data. Relations between multiple tables are usually represented by 
linking-attributes, which can be found in both tables [27]. 

An advantage of RDBMSs is the simple database structure, which is easy for 
users to understand and use. RDBMS languages such as the commonly used 
Structured Query Language (SQL) have also been developed with a simple syntax 
to facilitate interaction and utilization [28]. 

 The disadvantages of RDBMSs are mainly related to processing speed as well 
as the strict table structure. Compared to Non-RDBMSs (also often referred to as 
NoSQL databases), the performance level of RDMBS solutions such as SQL is 
significantly lower [29]. This concerns both throughput and latency. The strict table 
structure of RDBMS also makes it difficult to change the database design if needed 
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later on. Furthermore many RDBMS solutions have a limited support for more 
complex data types such as video or image files.        

2.3.2 Non-RDBMS 

Non-RDBMSs consist of the set of database management systems, which are 
not based on Edgar Frank Codd’s relational model mentioned previously. This set 
of database solutions is often referred to as NoSQL databases. NoSQL stands for 
“not only SQL” meaning that the database solutions are not primarily built on tables. 
This also means that the solutions generally are not using SQL for data 
manipulation [30]. A general characteristic of NoSQL databases is its schema less 
data representations. This means that the stored data does not have to follow a strict 
format. A commonly used container for NoSQL data is the JavaScrip Object 
Notation (JSON), which has a very flexible object structure. An example of a 
popular NoSQL database solution using JSON is MongoDB [31].  

NoSQL database solutions have become widely appreciated and implemented 
because of their many advantages in comparison to RDBMSs [30]. Generally, 
NoSQL databases have a superior execution speed in comparison to RDBMSs. This 
is very appreciated when building highly responsive applications. Furthermore, the 
flexible structure of NoSQL databases is a useful feature if application data tends to 
evolve and change shape over time. Lastly the structural flexibility of NoSQL 
solutions is very favorable when it comes to system scalability. 

The disadvantages of NoSQL solutions are primarily related to the core 
principle of RDBMS, namely relations. In most kinds of NoSQL database solutions 
(except for graph databases) relations between different data objects can be a tricky 
feature to implement. As an effect of this, there may be situations when data within 
the NoSQL databases become inconsistent, meaning that a data objects could refer 
to another object, which do not exist within the database [30]. 

2.4 Streaming 

Within this section, the principles behind media streaming are presented. The 
section first briefly presents the historical advancements within the field of 
streaming and then moves on to define the term streaming. Finally, the section 
moves on to describe general principles behind adaptive streaming as well as a more 
in depth description on Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH). 
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2.4.1 Historical advancements within the field of streaming 

Ever since the beginning of the Internet, research has been focused on making 
the transmission of data between network nodes more efficient [1]. Early research in 
the 1980’s focused on different ways of compressing data. This research was later 
used in the 1990’s when focus shifted into finding efficient ways of sending the 
compressed data between nodes within a network. 

Over the years, the field of streaming has faced many challenges, which had to 
be overcome in order to satisfy the demand of the streaming community. The best 
effort of the Internet along with the vast increase in Internet users over the past two 
decades is what has defined some of these challenges [1]. 

An early challenge for data streaming concerned the fact that conditions on the 
Internet are ever changing. Network congestion resulting from heavy traffic in some 
nodes of the network could result in video data packages being dropped. This would 
in turn result in a lagging video playback experience for the end user. Because of 
this a need arose for a solution, which could be used for monitoring the network and 
adjust for lost packages and delays during the video data transmission. At this time 
the commonly used protocol for handling data packet loss during transmission was 
the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). However the protocol features were 
found to be disadvantageous when it came to transferring data for video streaming. 
A streaming application where the user is supposed to be able to start playback as 
soon as the first data packet arrives, leaves a very short window for handling packet 
loss. In the basic implementation of TCP, the protocol is unable to access packets 
arriving after a lost packet until a retransmission of the lost packet has arrived [35]. 
This makes the TCP protocol less useful in an application where it is more valuable 
to receive a majority of the data, than to get it in the right order. As an answer to 
this problem and as a result of research in the field of media streaming during the 
1980’s and 1990’s, the Real-time Transfer Protocol (RTP) was introduced in the 
mid 90’s. This new protocol had the ability to detect package loss and adjust for 
jitter in real-time during the data transmission, making it an important keystone in 
early streaming solutions [1]. RTP was soon followed by a set of assistant protocols 
such as the Real-time Transport Control Protocol (RTCP) and the Real-Time 
Streaming Protocol (RTSP). RTCP provided the ability to monitor transfer statistics 
as well as quality of service (QoS) for the transmission [36]. RTCP also provided the 
ability to synchronize multiple streams making it possible to receive data from 
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multiple sources at the same time. This made it possible for users to connect to and 
take part of streams from multiple sources, however to improve user experience 
further the users required the ability to control the stream in a way they were used to. 
This was what RTSP was able to provide. RTSP enables the user to control the 
stream with DVD-like functionalities such as play, pause and seek in the video 
content [37]. Figure 2-6 presents a visualization of the streaming process using RTP, 
RTCP and RTSP. 

 

Figure 2-6, Streaming with the RTP/RTCP/RTSP suite 

Together the three protocols RTP, RTCP and RTSP form a protocol suite, 
which has been standardized for data streaming by the Internet Engineering Task 
Force (IETF) [1]. This suite was one of the most commonly used for multimedia 
streaming throughout the 1990’s and early 2000’s. During this time period the 
Internet was growing increasingly popular among the public [2], which is shown in 
figure 2-7 displaying the increase in Internet users between the years 1995 and 2005. 
This increase in activity on the Internet naturally implied an increase in Internet 
traffic, which proved challenging even for this new suite of streaming protocols. 
Fluctuations in available bandwidth and network congestions were once again 
causing major issues resulted to package loss and interrupted playback for 
streaming clients. In order to solve this issue, one approach was to implement 
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) to handle the increased traffic. These CDNs 
were networks of servers within the Internet, which applications could use to spread 
out their content and balance their traffic [38]. 
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Figure 2-7, Internet Growth Statistics 1995-2005 [2] 

The implementation of CDNs was however not enough to please the streaming 
clients. There was also a demand for the ability to adapt the video streams to handle 
the ever-changing conditions on the Internet. More specifically what was requested 
was the ability to adapt transfer rates and stream quality based on available 
bandwidth to ensure the user experience [1]. Several solutions for this were proposed 
such as proxy caching, error control solutions and software for shaping the transfer 
rate. One of these solutions was the Real Time Messaging Protocol (RTMP), 
introduced by Macromedia (now Adobe) in 2002 [39]. 

From 2005 and forward the amount of Internet users continued to increase with 
a tremendous pace [2]. In 2010, the amount of Internet users reached 2 billion, and in 
2014, 3 billion [2].  

2.4.2 The essentials of streaming 

Before starting to describe trending techniques and approaches for streaming 
media content, a description of the term “streaming” is required. Generally there are 
two approaches for supplying clients with content from a web server; downloading 
and streaming. The fundamental differences between the two are related to how 
content is stored on the client devices and the amount of control clients possess over 
the data transfer.    

2.4.2.1 Downloading vs. Streaming 

The procedures for starting a file download and starting a stream are more or 
less identical. The client sends a request for the file to the server and the server 
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responds by sending a stream with the requested file. In the case of downloading the 
client stores the received data packets in a file, which can then be interacted with 
when the entire file has been received. This approach generally works well when it 
is essential for the user to have received all bits of data before the data becomes 
useful. Examples of this would be when downloading an image or a text document, 
since these files would be more or less useless without having received all data. 
There are however other situations, when having to wait for the entire file to arrive 
before interaction is neither necessary nor efficient. An example of such a situation 
would be when retrieving media content such as audio or video. Assuming that the 
media data is being sent from the server sequentially from start to finish, the user 
should be able to start playback as soon as the first bits have arrived. This is where 
streaming is a useful substitute to downloading. 

The idea of streaming is to enable clients to start interacting with files as soon 
as the first bits of data arrive [31]. This implies that clients streaming a video file will 
be able to start watching the video much quicker than if the file would be 
downloaded. There is however an important issue related to starting playback as 
soon as data packets arrive. Due to the best-effort nature of the Internet, there might 
be situations when data packets have not arrived in time for them to be played back. 
This will cause a lagging playback, which could be devastating for the end user 
experience. To manage this issue streaming applications implement a buffer in 
which received data packets waiting to be played back are stored temporarily. 

This buffer is also one of the characterizing differences between downloading 
and streaming. Over the years downloading techniques have evolved into also being 
able to offer clients quick playback before the entire file has been downloaded. This 
is generally referred to as progressive download. The big difference between this 
form of data retrieval and streaming however lies in how the received files are being 
stored on the client’s device. A client who downloads data generally stores this 
permanently within the device’s hard drive to be able to use it repeatedly later on. In 
the case of streaming on the other hand, received data is instead only stored 
temporarily within a streaming buffer on the client device.  

2.4.2.2 The Streaming Buffer 

The streaming buffer can either be allocated within client computer’s Random 
Access Memory (RAM), or as a temporary file within the client computer’s hard 
drive. The essential principle here is to let the buffer size only represent a fraction 
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of the size of the file being streamed. Generally the buffer is only capable of 
holding a few seconds of media, and this content is only stored temporarily before 
being played back. When buffered data has been played back on the client’s device 
the data is overwritten by new data bits corresponding to the next seconds of the 
media file. This form of data retrieval and playback makes the application demand 
less system resources, since no large system memory is required to hold the file. 
This makes it possible to utilize streaming even on devices with very limited storage 
capacity.    

What could be asked here is if there is a need for a buffer at all? Why not only 
play back the bits arriving when they arrive? The answer to these questions is 
related to the best effort nature of the Internet. Due to the best effort nature of the 
Internet, data packets are sometimes sent across the network quickly and without 
any issues. At other times, there might be network congestion due to high traffic 
density, causing packet loss and a slow transfer rates. This means that during a 
streaming session some data packets might arrive quickly while others might take a 
longer time to arrive. In order to ensure a pleasant streaming experience for the end 
user, the streaming applications need to be able to handle these situations.  

If there would be no storage solution for data packets at all, it would mean that 
data arriving at any other rate than the playback rate would likely cause an 
unpleasant streaming experience. If data would arrive too quickly, the client would 
only have two options. Either to drop data packets not currently required for 
playback, or to increase the playback rate to suite the retrieval rate. If data would 
arrive too slowly, this would cause a lagging streaming experience. The ability to 
store small amounts of data temporarily implies that the streaming application can 
become less sensitive to temporary fluctuations in transfer rate or available 
bandwidth. At the same time, the buffer also provides an opportunity of making the 
data transfer more bandwidth efficient by avoiding having to retrieve unnecessary 
amounts of content [31]. This is useful if the user for example pauses the media 
playback. In such a situation it would be inefficient for the streaming application to 
keep downloading the remainder of the media file. If the client should decide to stop 
watching the playback completely, unnecessary resources and bandwidth would in 
this case have been used to download the remaining media file. Instead, in order to 
determine when enough data has been downloaded to the buffer, there are generally 
two approaches. The simplest way is to always make sure that the buffer is full. 
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Another way is to make sure that the buffer contains enough media for a certain 
amount of playback time. This second approach is implemented in YouTube for 
example [33].  

The ability to monitor the level of data within the streaming buffer also 
provides an opportunity for clients to control the data bit rate. If a client notices that 
data bits are arriving at a too slow rate, it has the ability to request data at a different 
bit rate from the streaming server. The same thing goes for data arriving too quickly. 
Of course, this is dependent on the streaming server being able to offer multiple 
transfer rates to its clients [31]. 

2.4.2.3 Streaming of copyright protected data 

As has been described previously, a significant share of the data being 
transferred across the Internet is represented by video data [3]. This type of data is 
often protected by copyrights restricting the ways in which the data may be shared 
and used [31]. In many cases these rights prohibits copying of the data, which is what 
is done when providing the data through downloading. This is one area where 
streaming can be a preferred alternative. Many streaming providers implement 
Digital Rights Management (DRM) functionalities into their streaming 
applications [31]. The core principle of these DRM functionalities is to encrypt the 
data stream and only let users with a valid certificate/license access the data. In 
order for this to work it is essential that the license is only accessible by the user 
and not anyone else. A common approach of ensuring this is to establish a public 
key infrastructure [34]. With the help of a public key infrastructure the 
certificate/license can be encrypted with a key only known by the stream provider 
and the authorized receiver. Within the decrypted certificate/license the user finds 
the decryption key for the media stream together with restrictions for how the media 
content may be used.   

2.4.2.4 Unicast and Multicast 

When providing video streaming, there are two general approaches for 
supplying the streams, Unicast- or Multicast-streaming [32]. As can be seen in 
figure 2-8, unicast is the principle of supplying a dedicated stream to one client. 
This is commonly referred to as On-Demand streaming [32]. As an opposite of 
having a “private” video stream, the multicast approach implies making one stream 
available to multiple users concurrently. This means that multiple users are 
watching the same video feed. Live streaming is a common example of multicast 
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streaming, where multiple clients are able to connect to and watch the stream. When 
using multicast streams, the clients are generally not given the ability to control the 
stream by seeking or pausing for example. 

 
Figure 2-8, Multicast and Unicast streaming 

2.4.3 Adaptive Streaming 

Out of the total amount of Internet traffic today, a considerable volume comes 
from mobile client devices using a mobile network connection [40]. As these mobile 
client devices tend to be moved around, they might move in and out of network 
coverage areas. This causes bandwidth fluctuations in their Internet connections, 
which in turn may result in varying data throughput. These throughput fluctuations 
can vary from several hundred Mbits/second to just a few kilobits/second [41]. 
Similar situations can occur if many clients are using a shared Internet connection 
such as a free WiFi-access point on a train or a bus for example.  

The ability to efficiently adapt video streams to handle vast amounts of traffic 
over a network with fluctuating bandwidth has today become a key success factor in 
streaming solutions [1]. The challenges within this lie in streamlining the application 
bandwidth usage and at the same time making sure to provide a high quality of 
service. 

A commonly used approach among streaming providers for solving the 
above-mentioned challenges is through offering clients multiple versions of the 
same video content. The differences between these versions are varying quality 
characteristics, such as resolution or bit rate, etc. [42]. By providing multiple 
versions in this manner, media streams can be adjusted in a way, which best suites 
the current throughput conditions of a connection. This is what is frequently refered 
to as adaptive streaming. 

The decision for how to adjust a media stream can be given to either the 
streaming server or to its connecting clients. Streaming servers today however 
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usually possess very limited information about the network/client status [42]. Clients 
are therefore themselves most often responsible for making decision concerning the 
content delivery in order to maintain good quality of service. 

2.5 HTTP-based streaming 

Over the years, the use of the RTP/RTCP/RSTP suite has become less common 
in larger streaming applications [1]. One of the reasons for this is related to the cost 
of system scaling. The cost of buying new streaming servers capable of handing an 
increased amount of traffic is very expensive [1]. Another reason for the decrease in 
usage is due to a decreasing number of CDN providers today who are offering RTP 
support on their servers [7]. 

New techniques have instead presented more cost-efficient approaches for 
streaming video [5]. A protocol, which has gained increased attention and popularity 
in the streaming community is the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). HTTP is 
definitively not a new protocol as it has been widely used since 1990 when it was 
introduced with the purpose of handling transactions of structured text across the 
Internet [4]. 

HTTP uses a large well-established infrastructure of network servers and 
caches throughout the Internet making it possible to serve HTTP requests very 
quickly and efficiently. The infrastructure supporting HTTP has been developed for 
serving large amounts of traffic where it efficiently manages to balance the traffic 
load among its many servers. In comparison to the servers, which have previously 
been used for streaming video content the servers of the infrastructure, supporting 
HTTP are relatively cheap [5]. This makes the infrastructure relatively cost-efficient 
to scale.  

The features of the infrastructure, supporting HTTP presented above, have in 
the last few years not only been found suitable for transferring structured text, but 
also video data [6]. The adoption of HTTP for streaming video data has led to 
increased transmission reliability [43]. The adoption has also managed to tackle 
issues related to firewall capabilities faced by many other streaming solutions. 

Because of the many advantages brought on by HTTP-based streaming, several 
major media streaming providers, such as YouTube [33] and Netflix [9] have 
converged into using HTTP-based streaming.  
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2.5.1 HTTP-based streaming vs. traditional streaming 

The following sections provide an insight into how HTTP-based streaming 
differs from the traditional ways of streaming. 

2.5.1.1 Involved Protocols 

As has been described earlier, when streaming content in the traditional way 
three protocols were used together for supplying, monitoring and controlling the 
stream [1]. When streaming is conducted over HTTP, this is the only protocol, which 
is in use. Requests for streams are sent with HTTP GET-requests or alternatively 
partial HTTP GET-requests. The media content is also sent back to the requesting 
client as data chunks encapsulated in HTTP response packets.   

2.5.1.2 Data caching 

One of the main advantages of using HTTP for streaming content is the 
efficient way in which the content can be cached throughout the Internet. The 
infrastructure supporting HTTP is built with the purpose of being able to store 
content frequently requested by clients on cache servers close to these clients. This 
implies that the time it takes to serve a client request for cached data is significantly 
decreased compared to serving the request from the original server [43]. The use of 
caches also manages to spread the traffic load amongst several nodes on the Internet, 
thus managing to decrease the risk for network congestion. The use of HTTP for 
video streaming implies that the HTTP caches can also be used to cache frequently 
requested video material. This will shorten buffering time for the clients as well as 
decrease the risk for lagging playback due to problems of receiving data packets in 
time. 

2.5.1.3 Managing firewall issues  

Historically, streaming applications have been sending their data (for the 
streaming application) to a dedicated network port on the client device [1]. This 
approach has faced issues since many client firewalls by default are configured to 
block incoming network traffic on these ports. To circumvent this issue, a common 
approach has involved installing applications on the client device keeping the 
network port open for the data transfer [1]. This approach has implied that the 
streams have only been available to those clients who have installed the dedicated 
software. 
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HTTP-based network traffic generally has port 80 dedicated on client devices 
for sending and receiving the traffic [1]. This port is generally not blocked by client 
firewalls, which means that traffic sent with HTTP manages to avoid firewall 
blockage. This creates a convenient opportunity for client devices to receive data 
streams without first having to install dedicated software. Instead, all that is needed 
is a client web browser, which makes the HTTP-streaming platform independent [1]. 

2.5.1.4 Stream control 

Traditionally, streaming clients have been provided with a specific protocol 
(RTSP) for controlling the data stream [1]. HTTP however generally does not 
provide such a control protocol. This is because HTTP is stateless, meaning that no 
sessions for each streaming client is kept alive on the server when content is being 
streamed. Instead, each request for an HTTP stream is treated as a standalone, 
one-time transaction [40]. This means that a streaming client is unable to interfere 
with the stream it is currently receiving. The client’s stream control is instead 
handled through requesting new streams of an alternative character from the 
streaming server. If an end user for example seeks within the video he or she is 
currently watching, an HTTP range request is sent to the streaming server. When 
sending this new request, the TCP connection for the previous stream is stopped and 
replaced by the new stream delivered with the HTTP response [43].  

2.5.2 Adaptive Streaming over HTTP 

There have been several proposed solutions for supplying an adaptive stream, 
using HTTP [8][10][11][12]. Generally the basic principle for providing stream adaption 
over HTTP is dependent on the media data being broken down into multiple smaller 
chunks. Each of these chunks contains short segments of the media file provided 
with different quality options [7]. In order for streaming clients to know what stream 
qualities are available, HTTP-based streaming solutions offer a manifest file 
connected to each media file. A streaming client wishing to retrieve data first has to 
retrieve the related media manifest. Based on the manifest the client then requests 
segments from each chunk suitable for their current network and terminal 
conditions. Figure 2-9 presents an example of how the various segments can be 
requested in order to adapt the stream. As can be seen in the figure, the client first 
requests video content of the highest quality. For some reason, the client then 
decides to request content provided at a lower bit rate. This might be because of a 
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decrease in available bandwidth or because the client is running other 
CPU-intensive processes concurrently. After some time, the client again tries to 
request video content of a higher quality, which might indicate better network 
conditions at the client’s location. 

 
Figure 2-9, Example of media file broken down into sections for adaptive streaming [7] 

Within the following subsections a recently published standard for adaptive 
streaming over HTTP is presented.  

2.5.2.1 MPEG-DASH 

Due to the current trend among major streaming service providers to converge 
into HTTP-based streaming, the Moving Pictures Expert Group (MPEG) issued a 
Call for Proposal for an HTTP streaming standard in 2009 [7]. In April 2012, the 
first version of the standard was published describing how media files should be 
represented in segments and how to arrange these segment representations 
hierarchically within the streaming manifest. Based on the MPEG-DASH standard, 
several major streaming providers have built and published adaptive HTTP 
streaming solutions [9][12][13]. 

2.5.2.1.1 Multimedia Presentation Description (MPD) 

The Multimedia Presentation Description (MPD), is the MPEG-DASH 
streaming manifest [7]. This is the initial document sent from the streaming server to 
clients as a response to a streaming request. The MPD presents a description of how 
the file has been broken down and what different quality options are available to the 
client [7]. The MPD consists of four components, Periods, Adaption sets, 
Representations and Segments, presented to the client in an XML-based hierarchy. 
Figure 2-10 presents a visualization of the MPD structure.  
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Figure 2-10, Multimedia Presentation Description (MPD) [7] 

As can be seen in figure 2-10, the MPD consists of a set of periods, which 
represent a preselected duration of media (60 seconds in the figure). Each period 
contains adaption sets, which can represent the different kinds of media being 
offered. For example, adaption set 0 can represent the video data, while the 
remaining sets can represent connected audio content in different languages. Each 
adaption set presents the different quality representations being offered to the 
clients. In the example in figure 2-10, the bit rate is what is being varied among the 
various representations. It can however just as well be the resolution or other 
characteristics. Each representation contains one or multiple segments. These 
segments correspond to segments of the broken down media file and points to each 
of these segments with the help on an individual URL. Among the segments are also 
initialization segments. These contain information about byte offsets of the media 
segments, which is needed when switching between different representations. The 
initialization segments describes where within the media file each segment starts. 
The initialization segments can either be located at the start of each representation 
block or be spread out among the segments within the block. Based on network and 
terminal conditions clients pick the most suitable segments from each period and 
request them when needed. These requests are performed using HTTP GET or 
HTTP range requests. 

2.6 Brief Summary 

Within this chapter, the major components of a streaming server have been 
presented. Initially the chapter presented the two general approaches for web server 
system structure; event-based and thread-based servers. Thread-based servers serve 
incoming requests by assigning them individual threads running concurrently on the 
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server. Contrary to thread-based servers, event-based servers only use one thread 
commonly referred to as the event-loop. This thread passes incoming requests on to 
event handlers, which process the requests. Thread-based servers use a shared state 
of server resources, which means that the implementation has to prevent race 
condition issues and deadlocks etc. Event based servers do not use a shared state of 
server resources and thereby circumvent the previously mentioned issues. 
Event-based servers can however be less responsive if they are serving requests that 
are taking a long time to serve. 

The first chapter subsection also presented two general approaches for 
designing the server API; SOAP-based and RESTful API. SOAP-based APIs use 
XML-based objects called envelopes, which encapsulates the server requests. A 
RESTful API on the other hand appends the server request into the HTTP URL, 
hence making it simpler to implement. 

The second chapter subsection presented two different approaches for server 
hosting; self-hosting or third party hosting with the help of server clusters and 
CDNs. Self-hosting a server provides the most control over the server machine and 
its functionality. Self-hosting a server might however imply challenges related to 
maintain system redundancy. It may also imply great expenses if the system needs 
to be scaled up. When utilizing a third party hosting solution using server clusters 
and CDNs, a client commonly only needs to pay for as much computer power as is 
currently needed. The use of CDNs implies an improved ability to balance incoming 
traffic. The choice of using a CDN might however imply limited abilities to control 
the full server functionality since someone else owns the servers. 

In the third subsection of the chapter, two different approaches for application 
data storage were presented: RDBMS and Non-RDBMS (often referred to as 
NoSQL solutions). RDBMS are based on the relational model and commonly 
structure data in tables. Within these tables the rows (tuples) represent related data 
and columns represent data categories. SQL is an example of a language commonly 
used when managing data in RDBMSs. Non-RDBMS solutions are as an opposite to 
RDBMS solutions generally schema less and do not strictly follow the relational 
model. This can often make NoSQL solutions more flexible to extend. The NoSQL 
solutions however encounter challenges when it comes to representing relations 
between sets of data. 
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The fourth subsection of the chapter presented the area of streaming. Initially, 
the subsection briefly presented the historical advancements within the field of 
streaming. Early protocol suites such as the RTP/RTSP/RTCP were presented 
together with challenges faced by early streaming application. Next the subsection 
presented the essentials of streaming followed by a description of the current trend 
of converging into HTTP-based streaming. Presented reasons for this conversion 
trend were related to cost-efficiency as well as bandwidth optimization. 

Finally, the chapter presented the general principles for adaptive streaming and 
its essential components. The subsection described HTTP-based adaptive streaming 
and the related artifacts such as the streaming manifest used to initialize the 
streaming session. The MPEG-DASH standard was also presented as well as a 
specification for the related streaming manifest called Multimedia Presentation 
Description (MPD).
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Chapter 3 Requested System Overview 

The system development during this thesis project was conducted in an agile 
manner, dividing the development into several sprints. Each sprint followed a 
small-scale system development lifecycle [44] where one or several required 
components were broken down, analyzed, designed and implemented. Chapter 4 
will present each step of developing these components in more detail. However 
before presenting each component in detail it is essential to first provide an 
overview of the requested system as a whole. Chapter 3 will therefore initially 
present the predefined goals of the system resulting from the thesis project. Next the 
chapter will describe how system requirements were gathered and broken down. 
Thirdly two main use cases constructed for the system are presented in order to 
provide an overview of the requested system core functionalities. After this the 
chapter presents a breakdown of the constructed use cases into high-level functional 
and non-functional system requirements. The final subsection of chapter 3 describes 
basic system architecture. 

3.1 The goal of the system 

The master thesis internship company has (as has been mentioned earlier) 
requested a web-based platform to share, discuss and consume company media. The 
master thesis project presented in this paper has been focused on the design and 
development of the back end services for this system. The goals of the system 
resulting from this master thesis project are as follows: 

 
(1) To improve the knowledge sharing abilities at the thesis internship 

company by making company media available for all offices and 
consultants.  

(2) To be a proof of concept solution well prepared for extensions and further 
development by the thesis internship company. 

(3) To eventually become a permanent part of the standard set of web-based 
tools at the thesis internship company. 

(4) To provide the ability for system connected clients to upload and store 
media content within the system. 
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(5) To provide system connected clients with the ability to upload content 
related the uploaded media. This content consists of meta-data as well as 
material such as related PowerPoint presentations (or similar).  

(6) To provide system connected clients with the ability to request and receive 
HTTP-based media streams of uploaded content.  

(7) To provide system connected clients with the ability to download content 
related to uploaded media data. 

3.2 Requirements gathering and analysis process 

The requirements gathering and analysis process for the proposed project have 
mainly been conducted in two ways. At the start of the thesis internship, the master 
thesis internship company assigned a product owner to the thesis project. The 
product owner was the project’s main source of high-level requirements. These 
requirements were then broken down with the help of use cases and use case 
description cards into more detailed system requirements. Throughout the 
development process early versions of the final system were continuously released 
at the end of each sprint. These versions were subjects for user testing and feedback. 
The released versions were presented to the product owner for comments and advice. 
Based on received feedback from both product owner and users, product 
requirements were added or adjusted in order to ensure full customer satisfaction. 

3.2.1 Use cases and use case description cards 

Use cases as we know them today were formally introduced in 1992 when Ivar 
Jacobson published his book “Object-Oriented Software Engineering – A Use Case 
Approach” [45]. The book presents a structured and efficient way of constructing use 
cases as well as guidelines for how to maximize their value. Within the book, 
Jacobson presents six basic concepts for constructing successful use cases: 

• Keep it simple by telling stories 
• Understand the big picture 
• Focus on value 
• Build the system in slices 
• Deliver the system in increments 
• Adapt to meet the team’s needs 
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Based on the six concepts, Jacobson presents a structured process of describing 
a system as well as how to break the system down in order to build it incrementally. 
According to Jacobson, the features of the system should first be presented in the 
form of stories, which together form a “Big Picture” of the system. Based on this 
“Big Picture”, points of value within the system are recognized and broken down 
into smaller “system slices”. These slices can then be constructed individually and 
be put together in increments into the finished system. Jacobson’s final concept, 
“Adapt to meet team’s need”, aims to encourage project teams to adjust their work 
process if needed in order to maximize their process efficiency. 

Based on the initial concepts presented by Jacobson, several authors have made 
contributions to the process of structuring and describing systems [46][47]. Cockburn 
et al., have contributed by presenting a more detailed structure and template for 
describing a constructed use case [46]. The full version of the use case description 
includes 14 description points, which are presented below. 

• Use Case Title 
• Primary Actor 
• Use Case Goal 
• Use Case Scope 
• Level 
• Stakeholders and 

Interests 
• Precondition 

• Minimal Guarantees 
• Success Guarantees 
• Use Case Trigger 
• Main Success Scenario 
• Extensions 
• Technology & Data 

Variation List 
• Related Information

The use case description template, introduced by Cockburn et al. also allows 
for a more simplified and adjusted structure if less detail is required [46]. Such a 
simplified structure is what has been used in order to describe the use cases related 
to this thesis project. The simplified use case description template in this report 
(referred to as “use case description cards”) includes seven description points. 
These seven description points have been determined as sufficient for describing the 
use cases with enough level of detail. These seven description points are as follows: 

• Use Case Title 
• Primary Actor 
• Precondition 
• Post condition 

• Normal System Flow 
• Frequency 
• Priority
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3.3 Main system use cases  

Figure 3-1 and figure 3-2 presents the two main use case diagrams created for 
the streaming application in this thesis project. The use case diagrams were created 
based on the initial set of system requirements provided by the project product 
owner. These requirements were presented as core functionalities of the requested 
system. As can be seen in figure 3-1 and figure 3-2, the system will be operated by 
two main categories of users, “Content Providing Clients” and “Browsing Clients”. 
All employees of the thesis internship company have been considered as possible 
members of both categories. This means that all company employees will be given 
the ability to upload and manage content, as well as consume the content through 
streaming and download. 

 

Figure 3-1, Main use case diagram – Content Providing Client 

As can be seen in figure 3-1, the system includes three main functionalities for 
content providing clients; uploading functionality for media content, editing 
functionality for uploaded content and removal functionality for uploaded content. 
Figure 3-1 also describes what is included within each of the three functionalities. 
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Figure 3-2, Main use case diagram – Browsing Client 

Figure 3-2 presents the three main system functionalities intented for browsing 
clients. The three functionalitites are; a commenting functionality for uploaded 
media content, a streaming functionality of uploaded media content and a 
downloading functionality for presentations related to uploaded media content. 
Figure 3-2 also describes sub-functionalities included within the commenting and 
streaming functions. 

Chapter 4 will present a more indepth description of the various use cases, as 
well as give an explaination for how the system features described by the use cases 
have been implemented and tested in the final system. 

3.4 Functional requirements 

The two use case diagrams in figure 3-1 and figure 3-2 represent the high-level 
functional requirements of the streaming platform. These requirements are stated 
below together with a description of which system requirement they are connected 
to within the final system requirements specification displayed in Appendix A:  

   
(1) The system user shall be able to upload video material to the streaming 

platform, as well as additional relevant data, such as meta-data and 
lecture slides or similar content. This requirement is connected to the 
broken down system requirements; MM.1, MDM.1 and RCM.1.  

(2) The system user shall be able to edit uploaded media. These editing 
abilities shall include the ability of making changes to stored media 
meta-data, such as media description or title among others. This 
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requirement is connected to the broken down system requirement; MDM.3 
(3) The system user shall be able to remove media content previously uploaded 

to the streaming platform. This requirement is connected to the broken 
down system requirements; MM.7, MDM.5 and RCM.6.   

(4) The system user shall be able to comment material uploaded to the 
streaming platform. These comments shall furthermore be publically 
displayed within the streaming platform connected to the commented media. 
This requirement has not been broken down into a requirement for the 
streaming server. This is because a third party solution, which only 
interacts with the system client-side, has been used to fulfill this system 
requirement.  

(5) The system user shall be able to stream video from the streaming platform 
on demand. This requirement is connected to the broken down system 
requirement; MM.5.    

(6) The system user shall be able to control the playback of the media stream 
with DVD-like controls. This requirement is connected to the broken down 
system requirement; MM.3, MM.4 and MM.5.1 

(7) The system user shall be able to download additional content related to 
uploaded video material. This is if any such content has been uploaded 
together with the video material. This requirement is connected to the 
broken down system requirement; RCM.4 

3.5 Non-functional requirements 

Besides the functional requirements presented above, the thesis project also 
has a set of high-level non-functional requirements. The list of requirements below 
states the high-level non-functional requirements of the streaming platform together 
with a description of why they are selected as high-level requirements. At the end of 
each high-level non-functional requirement below, a description is given to which 
requirement they relate to within the system requirement specification presented in 
Appendix A. 

 
(1) The streaming platform shall be accessible from any location as long as 

the user has access to an Internet connection. The thesis internship 
company has offices in several countries and a majority of its consultants 
stationed at customer locations. In order for the streaming platform to 
fulfill its purpose, it has to be accessible to all consultants no matter where 
they are currently stationed. This requirement is related to system 
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requirement SWR.1   
(2) The streaming platform shall only be accessible for employees of the thesis 

internship company. Furthermore users should only be able to access the 
system through an approved authentication solution by the thesis 
internship company. The streaming platform will be a tool intended only 
for use of employees of the thesis internship company. Therefore it is 
required of every user to authenticate himself or herself before being 
granted access. This requirement is related to system requirements SWR.1.1 
and SWR.1.2. 

(3) The streaming platform shall be well documented in order to facilitate 
maintenance, potential extensions or reuse. Over time the thesis internship 
company may need to perform maintenance work on the streaming 
platform. This will be much more efficient if the platform is well 
documented. There might also be other situations later on where the thesis 
internship company wishes to extend the streaming platform or reuse some 
of its components. This will also be greatly facilitated if the platform is 
well documented. This requirement is related to system requirements 
SWR.2, SWR.2.1 and SWR.2.2. 

(4) The code used to build the streaming platform shall follow the design 
principle of Model View Controller (MVC). By using MVC structure the 
streaming platform will be more compatible with potential extensions. The 
MVC structure also facilitates a potential need for component reuse in the 
future. This requirement is related to system requirement SWR.3. 

(5) The streaming platform shall be able to support a minimum of 50 users 
interacting with the system concurrently. In order for the streaming 
platform to be useful and fulfill its purpose it needs to be able to support 
the interaction from several users concurrently. This requirement is related 
to system requirement SWR.4. 

(6) The streaming server must have an acceptable response time. This 
response time is in the best-case less than 0.1 second, but is allowed to 
span up to 2 seconds. In order to ensure user satisfaction when streaming 
video, the system server needs to be able to respond quickly to user 
requests for video streams. This requirement is related to system 
requirement SWR.5. 

3.6 Basic system architecture 

The streaming platform has been built as a web application in a client-server 
structure. The master thesis has solely focused on the server side implementation 
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and does not therefore include any descriptions of possible client side 
implementations. Figure 3-3 presents a basic high-level architecture for the 
developed streaming application.  

 

 

Figure 3-3, Basic System Architecture 

As can be seen in figure 3-3, the streaming platform consists of a client-side 
and a server side. Clients communicate with the system server by sending HTTP 
requests to the server API. Received requests are processed by the server, which is 
connected to a file storage solution as well as a database. When the processing of a 
request is finished the server sends the response back to the client also using HTTP.    

3.7 Brief summary 

Chapter 3 initially described the main goals of the system resulting from this 
master thesis project. The system aims to improve the knowledge sharing abilities 
of the thesis internship company, as well as improve the accessibility to this shared 
knowledge. The resulting system aims furthermore to provide every employee of 
the thesis internship company with the ability to upload, discuss and consume 
company media. The idea is for the resulting system to be included within the 
standard set of web-based tools in use at the master thesis internship company. 

Chapter 3 continued to describe how system requirements have been gathered 
throughout the thesis project. The project has been assigned a product owner, who 
has been the main source of high-level system requirements. Throughout the 
development process the project has released several versions of the finished 
product for user testing and feedback. These versions have also been demonstrated 
to the product owner, who has also been able to provide feedback on the system. 
Based on the provided feedback, the system requirements have been added or 
adjusted in order to ensure full customer satisfaction. 
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Two main use case diagrams have been created based on the initial set of 
system requirements provided by the thesis project product owner. These use case 
diagrams divide system users into two categories: “Browsing Clients” and “Content 
Providing Clients”. All employees of the internship company have been considers 
as possible members of both of these categories. 

Finally, chapter 3 presented the main functional and non-functional system 
requirements. 
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Chapter 4 Design, Development and Testing of System 
Modules 

Chapter 4 initially presents general decisions for the development approach, 
which were made prior to starting the development process. The chapter then 
continues to describe the process of designing, developing and testing each of the 
streaming server modules.   

4.1 General Development Decision and Approaches 

This subsection presents general decisions for implementation technique, 
which were made prior to starting the design and development of the streaming 
server modules. 

4.1.1 Development Environment 

For the implementation of the streaming server software, JavaScript has been 
chosen as programming language. More specifically, the streaming server has been 
implemented using the Node.js framework. This choice has meant that the server is 
event-based as opposed to thread-based servers, which were also described in 
chapter 2. The decision to use Node.js and an event-based approach instead of a 
thread-based approach was based on the ability to handle concurrency. A study 
conducted by McCune R. has compared the ability to serve concurrent connections 
between the server softwares Node.js and Apache HTTP server (among others) [14]. 
The study did clearly show that Node.js outperforms the other server-side 
implementations as the number of concurrent connections increased. Because of this, 
Node.js has been determined as a suitable choice for the system implementation.  

4.1.2 System API 

For the streaming server implementation, a RESTful API has been chosen for 
managing client connections and routing. This choice has been made because of two 
reasons. Primarily (as was described in chapter 2), a RESTful API is relatively 
simple for clients and developers to use compared to other solutions such as SOAP 
for example. By using a RESTful API, the work of developing and extending the 
API further at the thesis internship company would be much easier than if SOAP 
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would have been used. Secondly, Node.js comes with a built in support for 
implementing RESTful APIs, which has facilitated the development process. 

4.1.2.1 Routing of RESTful API requests in Node.js 

In order to serve requests when using a RESTful API in Node.js, a specific API 
route first needs to be connected to the web application. Figure 4-1 shows an 
example of how to set up the route /api/example, which enables the serving of 
HTTP requests, sent to an application URL with this extension (e.g. 
http://example.com/api/example). Figure 4-1 also shows where the requests handler 
files used for serving requests sent to /api/example are located within the server 
directory hierarchy (require(‘./api/example)).  

 
Figure 4-1, Setting up a route 

All requests sent to the RESTful API are initially routed on to a file called 
index.js within the target directory, specified when setting up the route. Within this 
file, the requests are further parsed and routed to an appropriate handler for serving 
the request. Figure 4-2 presents an example of an index.js file and its accepted 
routes.  

 

Figure 4-2, index.js file connected to /api/example route 

Within figure 4-2, the require statement is used for making files and 
components reachable from inside the index.js file. The router statement is first 
instantiated and then used for storing the created routes, which are connected to the 
index.js file.  

1 module.exports = function(app){

2 ...

3 app.use(’/api/example ’,require(’./api/example ’));

4 ...

5 }

1

1 ’use strict ’;

2

3 var express = require(’express ’);

4 var controller = require(’./ example.controller ’);

5

6 var router = express.Router ();

7

8 router.get(’/exampleRoute1 /: attribute ’, controller.getSomething);

9 router.update(’/exampleRoute2 /: attribute ’,controller.updateSomething);

10 router.post(’/exampleRoute3 ’,controller.postSomething);

11 router.delete(’/exampleRoute4 /: attribute ’,controller.deleteSomething);

12

13 module.exports = router;

1
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As can be seen in figure 4-2, the /api/example route has four possible 
sub-routes connected to it. The first sub-route is reached by sending HTTP 
GET-requests to /api/example, with extension exampleRoute1/:attribute. 
Here, :attribute contains a user-supplied variable, which can be used by the server 
when processing the request. The second sub-route is reached by sending HTTP 
UPDATE-requests to the /api/example route, with extension 
/exampleRoute2/:attribute. The third sub-route is reached by sending HTTP 
POST-requests to the /api/example route and the fourth and final sub-route is 
reached by sending HTTP DELETE-requests to /api/example/:attribute 

This API structure implies that all HTTP GET-requests with format: 
http://example.com/api/example/exampleRoute1/:attribute will be passed to the first 
sub-route presented above. As can also be seen in figure 4-2, each of the routes is 
connected to a controller function (handler), which will serve the incoming request.   

4.1.3 Server Hosting 

For the thesis development project, the streaming server implementation has 
been hosted on a private server owned by the thesis internship company. This is not 
an optimal solution as has been described earlier where a third-party solution was 
presented as more suitable for streaming media. The decision to self-host the 
streaming server has however been made due to two reasons. Firstly, the thesis 
project has been limited to only being able to utilize third-party solutions offered 
free of charge. This is not the case for the vast majority of available third-party 
hosting solutions. Secondly, the thesis internship company has been planning to 
invest in a company-wide cloud storage solution. This solution has been determined 
as suitable for storing the platform media content, which is why the self-hosted 
server has been considered as “good-enough” for the scope of the thesis project.  

The server machine, on which the streaming server has been hosted, has for the 
thesis project only been accessible from inside the internal network of the thesis 
internship company. This has implied that only employees connected to this 
network have been able to utilize the streaming service. In order to have access to 
the network, employees have had to either be located at the company office, or to be 
connected to the network through a Virtual Private Network (VPN) solution. Due to 
this set up, the anticipated amount of traffic to the streaming server throughout the 
thesis project has been prognosed as quite low. For this reason, the self-hosted 
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streaming server has been considered as capable of handling the anticipated 
amounts of traffic. 

The accessibility restrictions presented above have for the scope of the thesis 
project been considered as sufficient to fulfill accessibility related system 
requirements. These are requirements SWR.1.1 and SWR.1.2 (Appendix A). By 
using a VPN-solution, company employees have been able to connect to the 
company network from any location where an Internet connection has been 
available. For this reason, the system set up has also been considered to fulfill 
requirement SWR.1 stating that the streaming platform should be accessible from 
any location.  

4.1.3.1 Streaming Server Specification 

Table 4-1 presents a specification for the server machine provided by the thesis 
internship company for hosting the streaming server implementation. 

Table 4-1, Server Computer Specification 

Hardware	   Software	   Name	  

CPU	   -‐	   Intel®	  Xeon®	  CPU	  ES-‐2609	  0	  @	  2.40GHz	  

System	  Memory	   -‐	   2GB	  

-‐	   OS	   Linux,	  Ubuntu(12.04)	  

4.1.4 System Database 

The streaming application will be a new tool at the thesis internship company 
and for this reason it is not certain that the initial database structure will remain the 
same at all times. Extensions made to the system later on might require changes in 
the database structure. For this reason, a NoSQL database solution would be the 
most suitable choice due to its schema less structure and high flexibility. At the 
thesis internship company however, relation-based databases are the most 
commonly used DBMSs. In order to facilitate maintenance of the application later 
on, it was therefore requested by the thesis company’s IT-department that a 
relation-based DBMS should be selected. For this reason, the RDBMS MySQL has 
been chosen as database solution for the streaming platform.    

4.1.5 Testing Environment 

The main testing environment, which has been chosen for unit testing of the 
server modules, is Mocha. The reason for this choice is that Node.js comes with 
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built in support for Mocha testing as default. Mocha is a behavior-driven testing 
framework, using two basic functions for building test suites; describe() and it(). 
The describe() function takes two argument consisting of a string describing the 
name of the test suite, and a function containing one or multiple tests. Each test is 
contained within an it() function, which also takes two arguments. The first 
argument is a string describing the test itself and the second argument is a function 
containing the test code to be run. A basic example of a test suite written in Mocha 
is displayed in figure 4-3. 

 
Figure 4-3, Example of Mocha test suite 

As can be seen in figure 4-3, the presented test-suite contains two tests, where 
the first test investigates if the length of the array is equal to four. When the 
assertion has been made, the done() function is triggered indicating to mocha that 
the next test can be run. The second test asserts that the array does not contain the 
value 7. When this assertion has been made, the done() function of this test is then 
triggered, which ends the test-suite run. 

4.1.5.1 Traceability Matrix 

In order to make sure that all elicited system requirements are tested 
throughout the thesis project a Traceability Matrix have been constructed. This 
matrix, which is displayed in Appendix B, has been used for mapping system 
requirements to tests cases. The matrix has made it easy to get an overview of which 
test are constructed for which requirements. The matrix has also made sure that no 
requirements have been overlooked during the testing process. 

4.1.5.2 Stress testing 

Apart from conducting unit-tests for each developed system module, stress 
tests have also been conducted for testing the final product. A third party module, 
called “Loadtest”, has been chosen for conducting the stress tests. Loadtest is a 
stress test module specifically designed for Node.js. It provides all the necessary 

1 describe(’tests on an Array ’, function () {

2 var array [1,2,3,4];

3

4 it(’should have length 4’, function(done){

5 array.length.should.equal (4);

6 done();

7 });

8

9 it(’should return -1 when value is not present ’, function(done){

10 array.indexOf (7).should.equal (-1);

11 done();

12 });

13 });

1
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functionalities for conducting the stress tests such as; specifying a URL to test, 
specifying the number of concurrent clients to use and specifying the amount of 
request to send per second.  

4.1.6 Development Tools 

Throughout the development process a set of third party tools have been used 
in order to facilitate the development process. These tools are briefly described 
below. 

4.1.6.1 Yeoman 

Yeoman is a scaffolding tool, which is used to quickly establish a skeleton for 
the application to be developed [48]. Yeoman uses a task manager called Grunt, 
which has made it possible to build, preview and test the system under development 
throughout the project. Yeoman also uses a package manager called Bower, which 
makes it easy to handle dependencies among the various components incorporated 
in the software solution. 

Yeoman was used within the thesis project to generate the foundation for the 
developed streaming application. Throughout the thesis project, this foundation was 
then extended with all the required streaming components.  

4.1.6.2 MP4Box 

MP4Box is a multimedia packager with the capabilities of breaking down 
media files in accordance with the MPEG-DASH standard [49]. MP4Box is also 
capable of generating streaming manifest files representing the media file break 
down. 

MP4Box has been utilized within the developed streaming server solution for 
generating HTTP streaming manifest files for uploaded media content.   

4.1.6.3 FFMPEG 

FFMPEG is an open source multimedia framework for decoding, encoding and 
transcoding multimedia files [50]. The tool has been used within the project mainly 
for converting uploaded media files into the required format for streaming. The tool 
has also been used for generating thumbnails for each uploaded media file.    

4.1.6.4 Git 

Git is a version management system [51], which has been used to log and 
maintain versions of the streaming server code throughout the development process.   
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4.1.7 Technical Condition 

The choices for development approach presented above have established the 
following technical conditions for making the thesis project possible to carry out: 

(1) The choice of using JavaScript and Node.js for the server implementation 
requires support for JavaScript and Node.js on the server-machine. 

(2) The streaming server implementation will only handle client 
communication over HTTP. Therefore it is required that clients are only 
using this protocol for communication. 

(3) The choice of using MySQL for DBMS requires MySQL to be installed on 
the server machine.  

(4) The streaming platform incorporates a potentially ever-expanding 
collection of media data. Because of this the streaming platform depends 
on having access to a scalable file-storage solution. 

(5) Management of streaming platform users has been handled with the help of 
a user management system already in operation at the internship company. 
This has meant that the streaming platform has not incorporated a user 
management system of its own. 

4.1.8 Experiment Condition 

In order to complete the thesis experiment, full access rights to the webserver, 
file storage as well as system DBMS have been required. These rights have been 
required to install system dependent libraries on the web server as well as to 
maintain system data. 

Access rights to the thesis internship company internal network were required 
for completing the project experiment. Until fully operational, the streaming server 
solution will be hosted on an internal server at the thesis internship company. This 
server is only accessible through the company internal network. 

In order to manage code versions during the project and later on, the project 
has been using Git. 

The experiment has not had any monetary budget. This has implied that the 
entire project has been carried out with equipment supplied free of charge by the 
thesis internship company.  
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4.2 Media Management Module 

The following subsection describes requirements, design, implementation and 
testing of the media management module. Initially, the subsection presents a use 
case diagram as well as requirements for the media management module. Next, the 
subsection breaks the use case diagram down into use case description cards 
constructed for the module describing each individual use case. Thirdly, the 
subsection presents the module implementation resulting from constructed use cases 
and requirements. Finall,y the subsection describes how the module has been tested 
to ensure that all system requirements have been fulfilled. 

4.2.1 Use Cases and Module Requirements 

Below, a use case diagram for the media management module is presented in 
figure 4-4, together with the requirements elicited for the module.  

 
Figure 4-4, Use case diagram - Media Management Module 

As can be seen in figure 4-4, the module enables content providing clients with 
the ability to upload and remove media content. The module furthermore provides 
browsing clients with the ability to request streams of uploaded media content. 

Based on the use case diagram above, table 4-2 presents the requirements 
elicited for the module. The requirements have been prioritized by the project 
product owner based on the importance of the feature within the final solution. 
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Table 4-2, Requirements for the Media Management Module 

Requirement	  ID	   Requirement	  Description	   Priority	  

MM.1	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  receive	  media	  files	   High	  

MM.1.1	   Accepted	  media	  file	  formats	  of	  received	  media	  files	  are:	  

• MP4	  

High	  

MM.1.2	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  convert	  media	  file	  codecs	  

into	  the	  following	  audio	  and	  video	  codec:	  

• Audio	  Codec:	  AAC	  

• Video	  Codec:	  H.264	  

High	  

MM.2	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  generate	  a	  thumbnail	  

from	  a	  received	  media	  file	  

Mid	  

MM.3	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  break	  down	  received	  

media	  files	  according	  to	  the	  MPEG-‐DASH	  standard	  

Low	  

MM.3.1	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  generate	  a	  manifest	  file	  

connected	  to	  the	  broken	  down	  media	  file	  

Low	  

MM.4	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  serve	  client	  requests	  for	  

media	  manifest	  files	  

Low	  

MM.5	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  stream	  media	  content	  to	  

clients	  

High	  

MM.5.1	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  serve	  range-‐requests	  for	  

media	  files	  by	  establishing	  a	  media	  stream	  for	  the	  specified	  

range	  to	  the	  requesting	  client	  

Mid	  

MM.6	   Clients	  requesting	  media	  content	  must	  first	  receive	  a	  

sensitivity	  notice	  video	  prior	  to	  receiving	  the	  requested	  media	   	  

Mid	  

MM.7	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  remove	  uploaded	  media	  

content	   	  

Mid	  

MM.7.1	   Only	  clients	  with	  the	  same	  client_id	  as	  the	  uploading_client_id	  

may	  remove	  media	  content,	  thumbnail	  and	  media	  manifests	  

Mid	  

MM.7.2	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  remove	  media	  thumbnails	   Mid	  

MM.7.3	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  remove	  media	  manifests	   Mid	  
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4.2.2 Use Case Description Cards 

The following subsection presents use case description cards describing the use 
cases for the Media Management module presented in figure 4-4. The description 
cards present the use case, describes the main actor as well as pre- and post 
conditions for the use case. The use case description cards also present the normal 
flow for how the use cases are intended to be carried out. Finally, the use case 
description cards declare an anticipated frequency of occurance for the use cases 
within the system as well as the functionalities priority-level set by the project 
product owner. The frequency and priority levels are both declared on a five level 
scale where filled-in stars declare the set level.  

Table 4-3, Use case description card of “upload media” use case 

UC-‐1:	  Upload	  Media	  

Description:	   The	  use	  case	  describes	  how	  media	  content	  is	  uploaded	  to	  the	  streaming	  

server	  

Actors:	   Content	  Providing	  Clients	  

Pre	  condition:	   A	  content	  providing	  client	  sends	  media	  file	  to	  server	  using	  the	  server	  API	  

Post	  condition:	   The	  server	  sends	  status	  response	  to	  client	  

Normal	  Flow:	  

No.	   Processor	   Description	  

1.1	   Server	   Uploaded	  media	  file	  is	  stored	  in	  a	  temporary	  folder	  

1.2	   Server	   System	  checks	  file	  format	  of	  uploaded	  media	  file	  

1.2.1	   Server	   	   If	  uploaded	  files	  do	  not	  fulfill	  specification	  (file	  format:	  MP4,	  

audio	  codec:	  ACC,	  video	  codec:	  H.264),	  the	  file	  is	  converted	  into	  

the	  correct	  format.	  

1.3	   Server	   Quality	  options	  are	  generated	  from	  the	  uploaded	  media	  file	  

1.4	   Server	   The	  system	  generates	  a	  media	  manifest	  for	  media	  files	  

1.5	   Server	   	   The	  system	  generates	  and	  stores	  a	  thumbnail	  from	  media	  file	  

1.6	   Server	   A	  database	  entry	  is	  created	  with	  a	  reference	  to	  media	  files,	  

manifest	  and	  thumbnail	  

Frequency:	   ★☆☆☆☆ 

Priority:	   ★★★★☆ 
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Table 4-4, Use case description card of “request media” use case 

UC-‐2:	  Request	  Media	  

Description:	   The	  use	  case	  describes	  how	  uploaded	  media	  is	  requested	  by	  clients	  

Actors:	   Browsing	  Clients	  

Precondition:	   A	  browsing	  client	  has	  received	  a	  media	  manifest	  and	  sends	  HTTP	  request	  

for	  a	  media	  stream	  to	  the	  streaming	  server	  in	  accordance	  with	  the	  

manifest	  

Post	  condition:	   Media	  file	  is	  streamed	  to	  client	  

Normal	  Flow:	  

No.	   Processor	   Description	  

2.1	   Server	   The	  system	  extracts	  requested	  video	  url	  from	  received	  HTTP	  

request	  

2.2	   Server	   The	  system	  checks	  if	  the	  "sensitivity	  notice"	  has	  been	  

streamed	  to	  client	  

2.2.1	   Server	   If	  the	  "sensitivity	  notice"	  has	  not	  been	  streamed,	  the	  system	  

accesses	  the	  media	  file	  storage	  and	  retrieves	  the	  sensitivity	  

notice	  media	  file	  

2.2.2	   Server	   The	  system	  streams	  the	  sensitivity	  notice	  media	  file	  to	  the	  

client	  

2.3	   Server	   	   The	  system	  accesses	  the	  media	  file	  storage	  and	  retrieves	  the	  

requested	  file	  

2.4	   Server	   The	  system	  streams	  the	  requested	  media	  file	  to	  the	  

requesting	  client	  

Frequency:	   ★★★★☆ 

Priority:	   ★★★★★ 
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Table 4-5, Use case description card of “seek in media” use case 

UC-‐3:	  Seek	  in	  Media	  

Description:	   The	  use	  case	  describes	  seeking	  in	  media	  

Actors:	   Browsing	  Clients	  

Precondition:	  

A	  browsing	  client	  sends	  an	  HTTP	  range	  request	  for	  a	  media	  stream	  to	  the	  

server	  

Post	  condition:	   The	  media	  file	  is	  streamed	  to	  the	  client	  

Normal	  Flow:	  

No.	   Processor	   Description	  

3.1	  

Server	  

The	  system	  extracts	  the	  requested	  video	  url	  from	  the	  received	  

HTTP	  request	  

3.2	   Server	   The	  system	  checks	  if	  the	  "sensitivity	  notice"	  has	  been	  sent	  to	  

the	  client	  

3.2.1	   Server	   If	  the	  "sensitivity	  notice"	  has	  not	  been	  seen,	  the	  system	  

accesses	  the	  media	  file	  storage	  and	  retrieves	  the	  sensitivity	  

notice	  media	  file	  

3.2.2	   Server	   The	  system	  streams	  the	  sensitivity	  notice	  media	  file	  to	  the	  

client	  

3.3	   Server	   	   The	  system	  accesses	  the	  media	  file	  storage	  and	  retrieves	  the	  

requested	  file	  

3.4	   Server	   The	  system	  sets	  the	  stream	  starting	  point	  to	  the	  requested	  

start	  byte	   	  

3.5	   Server	   The	  system	  streams	  the	  media	  file	  to	  the	  requesting	  client	  

Frequency:	   ★★★☆☆ 

Priority:	   ★★★☆☆ 
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Table 4-6, Use case description card of “Remove uploaded media” use case 

UC-‐4:	  Remove	  uploaded	  media	  

Description:	   The	  use	  case	  describes	  the	  removal	  of	  uploaded	  media	  

Actors:	   Content	  Providing	  Clients	  

Precondition:	   A	  content	  providing	  client	  sends	  an	  HTTP-‐request	  specifying	  which	  content	  

is	  to	  be	  deleted	   	  

Post	  condition:	   The	  media	  content	  is	  deleted	  from	  server	  

Normal	  Flow:	  

No.	   Processor	   Description	  

4.1	   Server	   The	  system	  extracts	  the	  media	  id	  for	  media	  to	  be	  deleted,	  

from	  the	  received	  HTTP	  request	  

4.2	   Server	   The	  system	  retrieves	  a	  reference	  to	  media	  from	  database,	  

based	  on	  the	  extracted	  media	  id	  

4.2.1	   Server	   The	  system	  retrieves	  a	  reference	  to	  the	  media	  file	  

4.2.2	   Server	   The	  system	  retrieves	  a	  reference	  to	  the	  media	  manifest	  

4.2.3	   Server	   The	  system	  retrieve	  a	  reference	  to	  the	  media	  thumbnail	  

4.3	   Server	   	   The	  system	  deletes	  the	  media	  file	  from	  the	  file	  storage	  

4.4	   Server	   	   The	  system	  deletes	  the	  media	  manifest	  from	  the	  file	  storage	  

4.5	   Server	   The	  system	  deletes	  the	  media	  thumbnail	  from	  the	  file	  storage	   	  

Frequency:	   ★☆☆☆☆ 

Priority:	   ★★★☆☆ 

4.2.3 Implementation 

In order to serve client requests related to media content, the server-API has 
been extended with the routes /api/video and /api/thumbnail. The following 
subsection will provide an insight into the key components of the media 
management module implementation. 

4.2.3.1 Manage uploaded media 

In order to serve client requests for media upload, the /api/video route has been 
extended for supporting HTTP POST-requests. HTTP POST-requests sent to this 
route are processed in a series of steps in order to complete the file upload.  

Initially, the receiving handler parses meta-data sent together with the media 
file. This is done in order to extract the media_id, which has been assigned to the 
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uploading session. This media_id is generated when client supplied meta-data is 
stored within the system database as part of the file upload.  

After the media_id has been extracted, the format of the uploaded file is 
checked to make sure it fulfills the requirements for audio and video codec (audio 
codec: AAC, video codec: H.264). If the uploaded file does not fulfill the 
requirements, the file is transcoded with the help of the FFMPEG tool.  

The next processing step included generating versions of the uploaded media 
file with different quality characteristics. This was done in order to provide clients 
requesting the media file later on with a variety of media qualities to be used for 
adapting the media stream. 

The quality characteristics, which have been chosen for variation within the 
project implementation is the media resolution. The resolution levels, which have 
been chosen, are: 1080p (1920x1080 pixels), 720p (1080x720 pixels), 480p 
(720x480 pixels) and 240p (426x240 pixels). Depending on the quality of the 
uploaded media file, the server generates either all of the above stated quality 
options, or as many as possible. If for example the uploaded file originally has 
resolution 720p, then naturally only the three lower quality options can be provided 
to requesting clients. All these media file versions are generated with the help of the 
FFMPEG-tool and stored within the server media file storage.   

In case the uploaded media file has an original resolution lower than 240p the 
streaming server incorporates a fallback function to handle this. In this case, the file 
is kept in its original format.  

When the various quality versions of the uploaded file have been generated, 
the next processing step consists of generating manifest for the media files. There 
are two ways in which this could be done. One approach is to break down the media 
files into physical chunks each containing a short duration of the media file. These 
chunks are then referenced to sequentially in the manifest. Another approach is to 
keep the files intact and instead create a virtual file breakdown. In this case the 
media files are segmented into byte ranges representing the various chunks. Each of 
these segments is then referenced to with a supplied URL within the media manifest. 
For the project implementation, the latter approach for media file breakdown has 
been chosen. This approach was chosen in order to minimize the amont of files, 
which the system has to manage. Figure 4-5 presents an example of a generated 
media manifest and the virtual file break down. 
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Figure 4-5, Media Manifest Example 

As can be seen in figure 4-5 (row 6), the media manifest states a BaseURL 
(/api/video/steam/) declaring the route to which clients may send their requests for 
media streams. In the manifest, a period is also presented (row 7) containing the 
adaption sets. As has been described previously, the adaption sets contain the 
various quality representations of either video or audio. The media file represented 
by this manifest is broken down into virtual chunks represented by ranges of bytes. 
For this reason, there is only one period, which represents the entire file. Within the 
figure, the duration attribute of the period (row 7) states the length of the period in 
hours (H), minutes (M) and seconds (S). This particular period (row 7) has for 
example the duration; 31 minutes and 36.04 seconds. 

Inside the first adaption set, presented within the manifest period (row 8), a 
URL to the initialization file for the stream is presented (row 10). A client receiving 
the media manifest will initially requests this file when starting a streaming session. 
The initialization file contains information, which initializes the decoder of the 
receiving video player. This is done by declaring which media codecs are to be used 
in the upcoming stream. 

Next, the media manifest presents a set of representations (row 12 and 18). As 
has been described previously, these are representations of the various available 
qualities of the requested media file. The first representation presented in the 

1 <?xml version="1.0"?>

2 <MPD xmlns="urn:mpeg:dash:schema:mpd :2011" minBufferTime="PT1 .500000S" type="static"

mediaPresentationDuration="PT0H31M36 .04S" maxSegmentDuration="PT0H0M5 .24S" profiles="urn:mpeg:dash

:profile:full :2011">

3 <ProgramInformation moreInformationURL="/api/video/stream/">

4 <Title >hotTopics.mpd generated by GPAC </Title >

5 </ProgramInformation >

6 <BaseURL >/api/video/stream/</BaseURL >

7 <Period duration="PT0H31M36 .04S">

8 <AdaptationSet segmentAlignment="true" bitstreamSwitching="true" maxWidth="1920" maxHeight="1080"

maxFrameRate="50" par="16:9" lang="und">

9 <SegmentList >

10 <Initialization sourceURL="hotTopics_init.mp4"/>

11 </SegmentList >

12 <Representation id="1" mimeType="video/mp4" codecs="aac .640028" width="1920" height="1080"

frameRate="25" sar="1:1" startWithSAP="1" bandwidth="141131">

13 <BaseURL >NetTalks_sensitive_notice_dash.mp4 </BaseURL >

14 <SegmentList timescale="12800" duration="64000">

15 <SegmentURL mediaRange="915 -88206" indexRange="915 -1006"/>

16 </SegmentList >

17 </Representation >

18 <Representation id="2" mimeType="video/mp4" codecs="aac .640020 , mp4a .40.2" width="1280" height="720

" frameRate="50" sar="1:1" audioSamplingRate="48000" startWithSAP="1" bandwidth="955601">

19 <BaseURL >hot_topics_within_agile_1280x720_dash.mp4 </BaseURL >

20 <SegmentList timescale="1000" duration="5059">

21 <SegmentURL mediaRange="1412 -558496" indexRange="1412 -1503"/>

22 <SegmentURL mediaRange="558497 -1081685" indexRange="558497 -558588"/>

23 <SegmentURL mediaRange="1081686 -1784800" indexRange="1081686 -1081777"/>

24 <SegmentURL mediaRange="1784801 -2545341" indexRange="1784801 -1784892"/>

25 <SegmentURL mediaRange="2545342 -3324090" indexRange="2545342 -2545433"/>

26 ...

27 </MPD >

1
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manifest of figure 4-5 (row 12) is however not the requested media file, but instead 
a reference to the required sensitivity notice. This is a message, which is to be sent 
to streaming clients prior to sending them the media content, notifying them of 
content usage restrictions set by the thesis internship company. The second 
representation of the adaption set in figure 4-5 (row 18), presents the first available 
media quality format (720p in this case). As can be seen in the figure (row 19), the 
representation contains a reference URL to the media file together with its virtual 
segmentation in byte range chunks (row 20- ). When the media manifest has been 
generated, it is stored in the server manifest file storage.  

When the media manifest has been generated with the help of MP4Box, the 
next processing step is to produce a thumbnail for the uploaded media file. This 
thumbnail is generated with the help of the FFMPEG-tool and is thereafter stored 
within the thumbnail file storage. 

If the process of transcoding media files, generating media manifests and 
thumbnails is successful, the next processing step is to create a comments thread. 
The thesis internship company is using the social media service Yammer as a tool 
for sharing knowledge between their consultants. In order to notify these 
consultants that new material is available within the streaming platform, a new 
Yammer comments-thread is generated related to the new media file. The 
generation of a new comments-thread returns an id for the thread, which is stored 
within the next processing step.      

The uploading process is completed by storing references to media manifest, 
thumbnail and Yammer comments-thread within the database entry related to the 
uploaded media file. This is done using the extracted media_id from the upload 
request. Within this database entry, a reference and media length is also stored for 
two specific versions of the generated media files. These are the references to the 
720p and 240p versions, or the highest available quality if 720p is not available. 
The reason for this is to support a case where the client does not have access to a 
media player capable of parsing media manifests. If this is the case, the client is 
instead provided with the ability to retrieve these media references and request a 
single quality media stream. The 240p version is provided to support a 
low-resolution option for mobile devices, which does not consume as much mobile 
data for the requesting client. 
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Figure 4-6, presents a flowchart describing the entire implemented process of 
uploading media files. 

 
Figure 4-6, Flowchart – Handler serving media upload 

4.2.3.2 Serving media stream 

In order to serve browsing clients with media streams, two extensions to the 
/api/video route have been created. The first extension handles HTTP GET-requests 
sent to /api/video/mpd/:media_id. The purpose of this route is to serve requests for 
media file manifests related to the supplied media_id. Figure 4-7, presents a 
flowchart describing the implemented process for serving requests sent to the 
/api/video/mpd/:media_id extension.  
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Figure 4-7, Flowchart – Handler serving media manifests 

The second extension handles HTTP GET-requests sent to 
/api/video/stream/:media_url. The purpose of this route is to serve range-requests 
for media file streams. The media manifest contains all the necessary information 
for the media player to compose range-requests for the various available qualities of 
media content. The /api/video/stream/:media_url extension is also intended for use 
by clients only using one of the single quality media references stored directly in the 
database entry (as was described in subsection 4.2.3.1). 

Figure 4-8, presents a flowchart describing the implemented process for 
serving client requests sent to the /api/video/stream/:media_url extension.  

 

Figure 4-8, Flowchart – Handler serving media streams 
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The streaming service, which has been implemented, supplies clients with 
unicast streaming, thereby providing each client with a video-on-demand like 
feature. The process a client has to go through in order to watch a video stream is to 
first request the manifest file for the requested media file. Based on the manifest the 
client then requests the most suitable chunks of the provided media content with 
regards to current terminal status at the client’s location. A client, who chooses the 
option of only using one of the single quality media streams, has to go through a 
slightly different process. First, the client has to retrieve the media reference for the 
single quality media file from the system database. The client can then use this 
reference and continue follow the process as described in figure 4-8. 

4.2.3.3 Delete uploaded media 

In order to serve requests for deletion of uploaded media, the /api/video route 
has been extended to support HTTP DELETE-requests sent to the 
/:media_id/:client_id extension. A request for deletion of uploaded media is served 
by initially retrieving the uploading_user_id for the specified media file from the 
system database. The handler then checks this id against the supplied :client_id. If 
the two correspond, the handler extracts references to the media files, media 
manifest and media thumbnail and deletes these. Figure 4-9, presents a flowchart 
describing the implemented process for deleting uploaded media. 
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Figure 4-9, Flowchart – Handler serving media deletion request 

4.2.4 Testing 

The media management module has been tested through unit-tests of both 
black- and white box nature. Test cases have been constructed through passing valid, 
semi-valid as well as invalid inputs to the API-routes connected to the module. 
Assertions have then been made on the information sent back from the server in 
order to investigate its behavior. The internal structures of the module have also 
been tested where a focus has been set on writing tests acquiring maximal module 
code coverage. Four test suites in total have been constructed for testing the media 
management module. These test suites have been given the id-prefix MMT. The 
main target for each of these test suites are described in the subsection below. The 
traceability matrix in Appendix B, displays how the test suites fulfill the various 
module requirements.  

4.2.4.1 Test suite MMT.1 

Test suite MMT.1, tests HTTP POST-requests sent to the /api/video route. The 
test suite first creates a dummy meta-data database entry, in order to retrieve a 
media_id for the HTTP POST-request. This media_id is then posted to the streaming 
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server, together with a media file in an attempt to upload a video. The test suite 
thereby makes sure that the server is capable of receiving media files and 
responding back to the client. The tests have been constructed to test all paths of the 
stream handler. Test suite MMT.1 ensures that requirements MM.1, MM.1.1 and 
MM.1.2 (Appendix A) are fulfilled in the final product. 

4.2.4.2 Test suite MMT.2 

Test suite MMT.2, tests HTTP GET-requests sent to the 
/api/video/mpd/:media_id route. This is done by sending alternating values of 
the :media_id argument to the API and monitoring the server response. The test 
suite’s primary goal is to investigate if the server is capable of sending a media 
manifest back to requesting clients. The test suite furthermore also investigates if 
the attempt in uploading media conducted in MMT.1 managed to produce a media 
manifest. This is accomplished by sending an HTTP GET-request, containing 
the :media_id produced in MMT.1 and expecting a media manifest file to be sent 
back. Finally, test suite MMT.2 investigates the returned manifest file in order to 
make sure that it includes references to the “sensitivity notice” media file. Test suite 
MMT.2, ensures that requirements MM.3 MM.3.1, MM.4 and MM.6 (Appendix A) 
are fulfilled in the final product. 

4.2.4.3 Test suite MMT.3 

Test suite MMT.3, tests HTTP GET-requests sent to the 
/api/video/stream/:media_url route. This is done in a similar fashion as in MMT.2, 
by sending alternating values of the :media_url argument to the API. By doing this, 
the test suite investigates if the server is capable of serving client requests for media 
streams. The test suite also investigates if the streaming server managed to process 
the uploaded media file in MMT.1. This is done by first retrieving media manifest 
related to the file and then request chunks of that file. Finally, test suite MMT.3 
investigates if the stream handler is capable of serving various forms of valid and 
invalid range-requests for media streams. 

Test suite MMT.3, ensures that requirements MM.5 and MM.5.1 (Appendix A) 
are fulfilled in the final product. 

4.2.4.4 Test suite MMT.4 

Test suite MMT.4, tests if the server is capable of deleting media manifests, 
media files and thumbnails properly. This is done by passing HTTP 
DELETE-requests to the /api/video/:media_id/:client_id route. Test suite MMT.4, 
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ensures that requirements MM.7, MM7.1, MM.7.2 and MM.7.3 (Appendix A) are 
fulfilled in the final product. 

4.3 Meta-Data Management Module 

The following subsection describes requirements, design, implementation and 
testing of the meta-data management module. Initially, the subsection presents a use 
case diagram as well as requirements for the module. Next, the use cases have been 
broken down with the help of use case description cards constructed for each 
individual use case. Thirdly, the subsection presents the module implementation 
resulting from the constructed use cases and requirements. Finally, the subsection 
describes how the module has been tested. 

4.3.1 Use Cases and Module Requirements 

This subsection presents a use case diagram for the meta-data management 
module as well as the module requirements, which have been elicited. 

 
Figure 4-10, Use case diagram – Meta-Data Management Module 

As can be seen in figure 4-10, the meta-data management module enables 
content providing clients with the ability to upload, edit and remove meta-data 
within the system. The module also provides browsing clients with the ability to 
retrieve meta-data stored within the system.    
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Based on the use case diagram, which can be seen in figure 4-10, table 4-7 
presents the requirements elicited for the module: 

Table 4-7, Requirements for Meta-Data Management Module 

Requirement	  ID	   Requirement	  Description	   Priority	  

MDM.1	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  receive	  meta-‐data	  

content	  

High	  

MDM.1.1	   Meta-‐data	  shall	  be	  formatted	  as	  JSON	  strings	   High	  

MDM.2	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  store	  meta-‐data	  in	  the	  

system	  database	  

High	  

MDM.3	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  update	  stored	  meta-‐data	   Mid	  

MDM.4	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  serve	  client	  requests	  for	  

meta-‐data	  entries	  

High	  

MDM.5	   The	  streaming	  server	  hall	  be	  able	  to	  remove	  stored	  meta-‐data	   Mid	  

MDM.5.1	   Only	  a	  client	  with	  the	  same	  client_id	  as	  the	  uploading_client_id	  

may	  delete	  a	  meta-‐data	  entry	  

Mid	  

4.3.2 Use Case Description Cards 

The following subsection presents use case description cards describing the use 
cases for the meta-data management module presented in figure 4-10. The 
description cards present the use case, describe the main actor as well as pre- and 
post conditions for the use case. The use case description cards also present the 
normal flow for how the use cases are intended to be carried out. Finally, the use 
case description cards declare an anticipated frequency of occurance for the use 
cases within the system as well as the functionalities priority-level set by the project 
product owner. The frequency and priority levels are both declared on a five level 
scale where filled-in stars declare the set level.  
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Table 4-8, Use case description card of “upload meta-data” use case 

UC-‐5:	  Upload	  Meta-‐Data	  

Description:	   The	  use	  case	  describes	  uploading	  of	  meta-‐data	  

Actors:	   Content	  Providing	  Clients	  

Precondition:	   A	  content	  providing	  client	  sends	  meta-‐data	  with	  an	  HTTP	  post	  request	  to	  

the	  streaming	  server	  

Post	  condition:	   The	  server	  sends	  a	  status	  response	  to	  uploading	  the	  client	  

Normal	  Flow:	  

No.	   Processor	   Description	  

5.1	   Server	   The	  system	  constructs	  a	  database	  query	  through	  parsing	  the	  

received	  meta-‐data	  object	  

5.2	   Server	   The	  system	  creates	  a	  database	  entry	  with	  the	  constructed	  

query	  

Frequency:	   ★☆☆☆☆ 

Priority:	   ★★★★☆ 

 

Table 4-9, Use case description card of “edit meta-data” use case 

UC-‐6:	  Edit	  Meta-‐Data	  

Description:	   The	  use	  case	  describes	  editing	  of	  meta-‐data	  

Actors:	   Content	  Providing	  Clients	  

Precondition:	   A	  content	  providing	  client	  sends	  updated	  meta-‐data	  with	  an	  HTTP	  post	  

request	  to	  the	  streaming	  server	  

Post	  condition:	   The	  server	  sends	  a	  status	  response	  to	  the	  uploading	  client	  

Normal	  Flow:	  

No.	   Processor	   Description	  

6.1	   Server	   The	  system	  constructs	  a	  database	  query	  through	  parsing	  

received	  meta-‐data	  object	  

6.2	   Server	   The	  system	  updates	  the	  database	  entry	  with	  the	  constructed	  

query	  

Frequency:	   ★☆☆☆☆ 

Priority:	   ★★★☆☆ 
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Table 4-10, Use Case Description Card of “retrieve meta-data” use case 

UC-‐7:	  Retrieve	  Meta-‐Data	  

Description:	   The	  use	  case	  describes	  retrieval	  of	  meta-‐data	  

Actors:	   Browsing	  Clients	  

Precondition:	   A	  browsing	  client	  sends	  an	  HTTP	  request	  for	  meta-‐data	  with	  a	  specific	  

media	  id	  

Post	  condition:	   The	  server	  sends	  the	  meta-‐data	  to	  the	  browsing	  client	  

Normal	  Flow:	  

No.	   Processor	   Description	  

7.1	   Server	   The	  system	  requests	  a	  meta-‐data	  entry	  from	  database	  based	  

on	  the	  media	  id	  from	  the	  request	  

7.2	   Server	   The	  system	  sends	  the	  database	  response	  to	  the	  requesting	  

client	  

Frequency:	   ★★★★★ 

Priority:	   ★★★★★ 

 

Table 4-11, Use Case Description Card of “Remove meta-data” use case 

UC-‐8:	  Remove	  Meta-‐Data	  

Description:	   The	  use	  case	  describes	  removal	  of	  meta-‐data	  

Actors:	   Content	  Providing	  Clients	  

Precondition:	   A	  content	  providing	  client	  sends	  an	  HTTP	  request	  for	  removal	  of	  meta-‐data	  

with	  a	  specific	  media	  id	  

Post	  condition:	  

The	  meta-‐data	  is	  removed	  from	  the	  server	  iff	  the	  provided	  

media_uploader_id	  ==	  uploading_client_id	  

Normal	  Flow:	  

No.	   Processor	   Description	  

8.1	   Server	   The	  system	  queries	  the	  database	  to	  delete	  a	  meta-‐data	  entry	  

from	  relate	  to	  the	  provided	  media	  id	  from	  the	  client	  request	  

Frequency:	   ★★☆☆☆ 

Priority:	   ★★★☆☆ 

4.3.3 Implementation 

In order to serve client requests related to meta-data content, the server API 
has been extended with the route; /api/metaData. The following subsection will 
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provide an insight into the key components of the meta-data management 
component implementation. 

4.3.3.1 Managing meta-data upload 

Uploading of meta-data to the streaming server has been made possible by 
extending the /api/metaData route with support for HTTP POST-requests. Clients 
wishing to upload meta-data, send this data as a JSON string encapsulated within an 
HTTP POST-requests to the server. In order for uploaded meta-data to be accepted 
as a new entry in the system, it is required that the following fields exist in the 
JSON object: 
• media_title 
o Title of the uploaded media file. 

• media_uploader_id 
o Id for the user uploading the 

meta-data. 
• media_description 
o Description of the media file 

being uploaded together with 
the meta-data. 

• speaker 
o The speakers in the related 

media file. 

• media_language 
o The language spoken in the 

media file uploaded together 
with the meta-data. 

• from_office 
o The office where the media was 

recorded (alternatively the 
office, which the media is 
related to). 

• event_date 
o The date when the recording 

was made.
 
Meta-data uploaded to the streaming server is put together into a database 

query, which is then sent to the database for processing. If the query processing is 
successful, the database will generate an id for the meta-data entry named media_id. 
This id can be used to update the generated database entry with references to 
uploaded media files, thumbnails and related content. 

In a case where a client wishes to update an already existing meta-data entry, 
the sent meta-data object is required to have a media_id field specified. The 
meta-data object is in this case also required to have a media_uploader_id field, 
specified within the JSON object. This is in order for the server to be able to check 
if the uploading client is authorized to update the meta-data entry.  

Apart from the two meta-data fields media_id and media_uploader_id, the 
update object may have any of the additionally available fields stated above. 
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4.3.3.2 Serving media meta-data 

In order to serve browsing clients with media meta-data, three extensions to the 
/api/metaData route have been created. The first extension, handles HTTP 
GET-requests sent to /api/metaData/allEntries. This route is to be used by clients 
who wish to requests meta-data for all available media files on the streaming server. 
The second extension, handles HTTP GET-requests sent to 
/api/metaData/singleEntry/:media_id. This route is to be used by clients who wish 
to retrieve meta-data related to one specific media_id. The last route extension, 
handles HTTP GET-requests sent to /api/metaData/count. This route provides an 
opportunity for clients to retrieve the number of available media entries within the 
streaming application.  

Figures 4-11, 4-12 and 4-13 presents flowcharts, describing the implemented 
process for serving requests sent to the /api/metaData, 
/api/metaData/singleEntry/:media_id and /api/metaData/count extensions.  

 
Figure 4-11, Flowchart – Handler serving requests for all available meta-data 
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Figure 4-12, Flowchart – Handler serving requests for single meta-data entry 

 

 
Figure 4-13, Flowchart – Handler count-requests for meta-data entries 

4.3.3.3 Remove meta-data 

In order to serve client requests for removal of meta-data entries, the API-route 
/api/metaData has been extended to support HTTP DELETE-requests with the   
/:media_id/:client_id extension. A received client request for deletion of a 
meta-data entry, is initially served by retrieving the uploading_user_id from the 
meta-data entry corresponding to the provided :media_id. This id is then compared 
to the supplied :client_id, in order to make sure that the client is authorized to 
remove the entry. If the two ids are identical, the request is further processed by 
deleting all meta-data components related to the supplied :media_id. 

Figure 4-14, presents a flowchart describing the process of deleting meta-data 
entries within the system.  
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Figure 4-14, Flowchart – Handler serving request for deletion of meta-data entries 

4.3.4 Testing 

The meta-data management module has been tested mainly through unit-tests, 
where focus has been on making sure that the module fulfills its requirements. 
While writing the various tests, code coverage was also kept in mind. Three test 
suites in total have been created for testing the meta-data management module. 
These test suites have been given the id-prefix MDMT. The main target of each test 
suite is described in the subsections below. The traceability matrix in Appendix B, 
shows the correlation between the test suites and the requirements for the module. 

4.3.4.1 Test suite MDMT.1 

Test suite MDMT.1, has been constructed to test HTTP POST-requests sent to 
the /api/metaData route. The route is tested through first attempting to upload a 
dummy media file to the server, together with a related meta-data test object. The 
test suite then attempts to update the created meta-data entry with new data. 

Test suite MDMT.1, makes sure that requirements MDM.1, MDM.1.1, MDM.2 
and MDM.3 (Appendix A) are fulfilled in the final product.  

4.3.4.2 Test suite MDMT.2 

Test suite MDMT.2, has been constructed to test HTTP GET-requests sent to 
the /api/metaData/singleEntry/:media_id and /api/metaData/allEntries routes. The 
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tests attempt to retrieve all meta-data entries from the database as well as single 
specified meta-data entry. Test suite MDMT.2, also investigates if a meta-data entry 
was created during the dummy media file upload in MDMT.1, by requesting the 
entry related to this file. 

Test suite MDMT.2, makes sure that system requirement MDM.4 (Appendix A) 
is fulfilld in the final product. 

4.3.4.3 Test suite MDMT.3 

Test suite MDMT.3, has been constructed to test HTTP DELETE-requests sent 
to the /api/metaData/:media_id/:client_id route. Both valid and invalid values are 
passed as arguments together with the request. Also test suite MDMT.3 attempts to 
delete non-existing meta-data entries as well as remove existing entries with an 
unauthorized client_id. 

Test suite MDMT.3, makes sure that requirements MDM.5 and MDM.5.1 
(Appendix A) are fulfilled in the final product. 

4.4 Related Content Management Module 

The following subsection presents the media related content management 
module. Initially, the subsection presents a use case diagram together with 
requirements for the module. Next, the subsection presents use case description 
cards constructed for the module describing each individual use case. Thirdly, the 
subsection presents the module implementation resulting from constructed use cases 
and requirements. Finally, the subsection presents a description of how the module 
has been tested. 

4.4.1 Use Cases 

Below, figure 4-15 presents a use case diagram for the related content 
management module. Following figure 4-15, are also the requirements elicited for 
the module. 
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Figure 4-15, Use case diagram – Related Content Management Module 

As can be seen in figure 4-15, the related content management module 
provides content providing clients with the ability to upload and remove content 
related to uploaded media. The module also provides browsing clients with the 
ability to retrieve uploaded media related content as well as thumbnails for 
uploaded media files. Based on the use case diagram above, table 4-12 presents the 
elicited module requirements: 

Table 4-12, Requirements for Related Content Management Module 

Requirement	  ID	   Requirement	  Description	   Priority	  

RCM.1	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  receive	  media	  related	  

content	  files	  

Mid	  

RCM.1.1	   Accepted	  file	  formats	  of	  the	  related	  content	  files	  are:	  

• Microsoft	  PowerPoint	  files	  (.ppt,	  .pptx)	  

• Microsoft	  Word	  files	  (.doc,	  .docx)	  

• Apple	  KeyNote	  files	  (.key)	  

• PDF	  (.pdf)	  

Mid	  

RCM.2	   Uploaded	  media	  related	  content	  files	  shall	  be	  stored	  within	  

streaming	  server	  file	  storage	  

Mid	  

RCM.3	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  store	  a	  reference	  to	  the	  media	  

related	  content	  file	  in	  the	  system	  database	  

Mid	  

RCM.4	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  serve	  requests	  for	  media	  

related	  content	  files	  

Mid	  
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Table 4-12, Requirements for Related Content Management Module, Continued table 

Requirement	  ID	   Requirement	  Description	   Priority	  

RCM.5	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  serve	  requests	  for	  

thumbnails	  related	  to	  uploaded	  media	  

Mid	  

RCM.6	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  remove	  uploaded	  media	  

related	  content	  

Mid	  

RCM.6.1	   Only	  clients	  with	  a	  client_id	  identical	  to	  the	  

uploading_client_id	  for	  the	  related	  content	  file	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  

remove	  the	  file	  

Mid	  

4.4.2 Use Case Description Cards 

The following subsection presents use case description cards, describing the 
use cases for the related content management module presented in figure 4-15. The 
description cards present the use case, describes the main actor as well as pre- and 
post conditions for the use case. The use case description cards also present the 
normal flow for how the use cases are intended to be carried out. Finally, the use 
case description cards declare an anticipated frequency of occurance for the use 
cases within the system as well as the functionalities priority-level set by the project 
product owner. The frequency and priority levels are both declared on a five level 
scale where filled-in stars declare the set level.  

Table 4-13, Use case description card of “Upload related content” use case 

UC-‐9:	  Upload	  Related	  Content	  

Description:	   The	  use	  case	  describes	  uploading	  of	  media	  related	  content	  

Actors:	   Content	  Providing	  Clients	  

Precondition:	   A	  content	  providing	  client	  sends	  a	  related	  content	  file	  with	  an	  HTTP	  post	  

request	  to	  the	  streaming	  server	  

Post	  condition:	   The	  server	  sends	  a	  status	  response	  to	  the	  uploading	  client	  

Normal	  Flow:	  

No.	   Processor	   Description	  

9.1	   Server	   The	  uploaded	  file	  is	  stored	  in	  the	  related	  content	  directory	  

9.2	   Server	   A	  reference	  to	  related	  content	  file	  is	  stored	  within	  system	  

database	  

Frequency:	   ★☆☆☆☆ 

Priority:	   ★★☆☆☆ 
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Table 4-14, Use case description card of “Retrieve related content” use case 

UC-‐10:	  Retrieve	  Related	  Content	  

Description:	   The	  use	  case	  describes	  retrieval	  of	  media	  related	  content	  

Actors:	   Browsing	  Clients	  

Precondition:	   A	  browsing	  client	  sends	  an	  HTTP	  request	  for	  a	  media	  related	  content	  file	  to	  

the	  streaming	  server	  

Post	  condition:	   The	  server	  sends	  the	  requested	  file	  back	  to	  the	  requesting	  client	  

Normal	  Flow:	  

No.	   Processor	   Description	  

10.1	   Server	   The	  system	  requests	  a	  reference	  to	  the	  related	  content	  file	  

from	  the	  database	  based	  on	  the	  media_id	  from	  the	  request	  

10.2	   Server	   The	  system	  accesses	  the	  related	  content	  file	  storage	  directory	  

10.3	   Server	   The	  system	  send	  the	  related	  content	  media	  file	  to	  the	  

requesting	  client	  

Frequency:	   ★★★☆☆ 

Priority:	   ★★☆☆☆ 

 

Table 4-15, Use case description card of “Retrieve thumbnail” use case 

UC-‐11:	  Retrieve	  Thumbnail	  

Description:	   The	  use	  case	  describes	  retrieval	  of	  media	  thumbnails	  

Actors:	   Browsing	  Clients	  

Precondition:	   A	  browsing	  client	  sends	  an	  HTTP	  request	  for	  a	  thumbnail	  to	  the	  streaming	  

server	  

Post	  condition:	   The	  server	  sends	  the	  requested	  thumbnail	  back	  to	  the	  requesting	  client	  

Normal	  Flow:	  

No.	   Processor	   Description	  

11.1	   Server	   The	  system	  request	  a	  reference	  to	  the	  thumbnail	  from	  the	  

database	  based	  on	  the	  media_id	  from	  the	  requests	  

11.2	   Server	   The	  system	  accesses	  the	  thumbnail	  file	  storage	  directory	  

11.3	   Server	   The	  system	  sends	  the	  related	  thumbnail	  file	  to	  the	  requesting	  

client	  

Frequency:	   ★★★★☆ 

Priority:	   ★★★☆☆ 
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Table 4-16 Use case description card of “Remove related content” use case 

UC-‐12:	  Remove	  related	  content	  

Description:	   The	  use	  case	  describes	  removal	  of	  content	  related	  to	  uploaded	  media	  

Actors:	   Content	  Providing	  Clients	  

Precondition:	   A	  content	  providing	  client	  sends	  an	  HTTP-‐request	  specifying	  which	  content	  

is	  to	  be	  deleted	   	  

Post	  condition:	   The	  media	  related	  content	  is	  deleted	  from	  the	  server	  

Normal	  Flow:	  

No.	   Processor	   Description	  

12.1	   Server	   The	  system	  extracts	  the	  id	  for	  the	  media	  to	  be	  deleted,	  from	  

the	  received	  HTTP	  request	  

12.2	   Server	   The	  system	  retrieves	  a	  reference	  to	  media	  related	  content	  

from	  the	  database	  based	  on	  the	  extracted	  id	  

12.3	   Server	   	   The	  system	  deletes	  the	  media	  related	  content	  file	  from	  the	  

file	  storage	  

Frequency:	   ★☆☆☆☆ 

Priority:	   ★★★☆☆ 

4.4.3 Implementation 

In order to serve client requests related to media related content, the server API 
has been extended with the route /api/relatedContent. The following subsection will 
provide an insight into the key components of the related content management 
module implementation. 

4.4.3.1 Managing upload of media related content 

Uploading of media related content has been made possible through extending 
the /api/relatedContent route to support HTTP POST-requests. Clients wishing to 
upload media related content files do so by sending these files to the server 
encapsulated within an HTTP POST-request. The clients are also required to attach 
a JSON object specifying which media_id the related content is connected to. Upon 
receiving uploaded content, the initial processing step performed by the request 
handler is to check the file extension of the uploaded file. If the extension 
corresponds to any of the approved extensions, the request is allowed to be 
processed further. If the file extension is not accepted, the client request is denied 
and the uploaded file is removed.  
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The second processing step of an accepted file is to move the file from its 
temporary upload folder into the related content file storage folder. When this is 
achieved, the meta-data entry corresponding to the media_id provided by the 
uploading client is updated with a reference to the file. 

Figure 4-16, presents a flowchart describing the processing steps of serving a 
file upload of media related content. 

 
Figure 4-16, Flowchart – Processing of uploaded media related content files 

4.4.3.2 Serving media related content 

In order to serve client requests for media related content, the 
/api/relatedContent route has been extended with; /:content_url. This extension 
takes a client supplied URL to the requested content, retrieves this content from the 
file storage, and delivers it back to the requesting client. Figure 4-17, presents a 
flowchart describing the handler serving client requests for media related content. 
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Figure 4-17, Flowchart – Handler serving requests for media related content 

4.4.3.3 Serving media thumbnails 

In order to serve requesting clients with thumbnails related to, the various 
media files. The API-route /api/thumbnail has been given the extension; 
/:media_thumbnail. This route takes a reference to a specific thumbnail image, 
retrieves this image form the thumbnail file storage and serves it back to the 
requesting client. In order to acquire the reference to a media thumbnail, the client 
first needs to retrieve the meta-data object related to the specific media file. The 
media thumbnail reference is included within this object. Below, figure 4-18 
presents a flowchart describing how requests sent to the 
/api/thumbnail/:media_thumbnail route are processed. 

 
Figure 4-18, Flowchart – Handler serving requests for media thumbnails 

4.4.3.4 Removing media related content 

In order to support removal of uploaded media related content, the API-route 
/api/relatedContent has been extended with support for HTTP DELETE-requests. 
Requests for deletion are sent to /api/relatedContent/:media_id/:client_id.  

The initial step of processing a request for the deletion of media related content 
consists of retrieving the uploading_user_id from the database entry corresponding 
to the provided media_id. If the provided client_id is identical to the retrieved 
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uploading_user_id, the client request is allowed to be processed further. The next 
processing step consists of retrieving the reference to the related content file from 
the system database. Upon receiving this reference, the file is deleted from file 
storage and a response is sent back to the requesting client. 

Figure 4-19, presents a flowchart describing the process of serving requests for 
the deletion of media related content files. 

 
Figure 4-19, Flowchart – Handler serving requests for deletion of media related content files 

4.4.4 Testing 

The related content management module has been tested through a series of 
unit test suites, which have been created with two main purposes. The first purpose 
is to make sure the module fulfills its requirements, which are stated in the 
beginning of this chapter. The second purpose is to make sure that the module is 
capable of handling various forms of valid, semi-valid and invalid input arguments. 
Valid, semi-valid and invalid arguments have all been passed to the module through 
the various connected API-routes. The server response from these API-calls, have 
then been tested through various assertions. 

In total, four test suites have been constructed for testing the related content 
management module. A brief description of the goal of each of these test suites 
(given the prefix RCMT) is presented below. The traceability matrix in Appendix B, 
shows how the test suites correlate to the module requirements.  
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4.4.4.1 Test suite RCMT.1 

Test suite RCMT.1, tests the module uploading functionalities, through sending 
HTTP POST-requests to the /api/relatedContent route. Before attempting to upload 
media related content, a dummy meta-data entry is created within the database. The 
creation of this entry generates a media_id, which is then used for the upload test. 
When testing the uploading functionalities, files of both valid and invalid format are 
passed to the server. 

Test suite RCMT.1, makes sure that requirements RCM.1 and RCM.1.1 
(Appendix A) are fulfilled in the final product. 

4.4.4.2 Test suite RCMT.2 

Test suite RCMT.2, has been constructed to test HTTP GET-requests sent to the 
/api/relatedContent/:content_url route. The test suite initially uses the media_id 
created in RCMT.1 to retrieve the media reference for this file. The test suite then 
attempts to retrieve the file content from the server by using this reference as well 
as an invalid :content_url. 

Test suite RCMT.2, makes sure that requirements RCM.2, RCM.3 and RCM.4 
(Appendix A) are fulfilld in the final product. 

4.4.4.3 Test suite RCMT.3 

Test suite RCMT.3, tests retrieval of thumbnail images for media files by 
passing HTTP GET-requests to the /api/thumbnail/:media_thumbnail route. Initially, 
the test suite uploads a dummy meta-data object together with a dummy media file. 
This will generate a media_id and trigger the generation of a thumbnail for the 
uploaded media file. Next, the test suite retrieves the :media_thumbnail reference 
for the generated thumbnail from the database and attempts to retrieve the 
thumbnail file. Test suite RCMT.3, also attempts to retrieve a non-existing 
thumbnail, by sending requests with a faulty :media_thumbnail references.  

Test suite RCMT.3, ensures that requirements MM.2 and RCM.5 (Appendix A) 
are fulfilled in the final product. 

4.4.4.4 Test suite RCMT.4 

Test suite RCMT.4, is constructed to test requests for deletion of media related 
content files. First, the test suite attempts to delete content by passing invalid values 
for media_id as well as client_id to the server. Next, test suite RCMT.4 attempts to 
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remove the related content files, which were posted in RCMT.1 by using the 
generated media_id. 

Test suite RCMT.4, makes sure that requirements RCM.6 and RCM.6.1 
(Appendix A) are fulfilled within the final product. 

4.5 Key techniques 

This subsection presents the key techniques, which have been used to 
implement the most essential and rudimentary system features of the streaming 
server. 

4.5.1 Establishment of a media stream 

The essential principle, which has been used to establish client media streams, 
is through the use of readable and writable streams. When serving a client request 
for a media stream, the server initially investigates if the requested media file exists 
within the media file storage. If the file exists, a readable stream reading the 
requested file range is established. As the readable stream reads data from the media 
file, a writable stream is established conveying the read media data to the requesting 
client. 

Figure 4-20, presents a piece of code displaying the establishment of a readable 
and writable stream sending a range of media back to a requesting client. 

 

Figure 4-20, Establishment of media stream 

1 function establishStream(req , res , media_file_path){
2 ...
3 //SET RESPONSE HEADER
4 res.writeHead (206, {
5 "Content -Range": "bytes " + range_start + "-" + range_end + "/" + file_total_size ,
6 "Accept -Ranges": "bytes",
7 "Content -Length": (range_end - range_start),
8 "Content -Type": "video/mp4"
9 });

10

11 // ESTABLISH READABLE STREAM FROM MEDIA FILE STORAGE
12 var videoStream = fileSystem.createReadStream(media_file_path ,{ start:range_start , end:range_end });
13

14 // ESTABLISH WRITABLE STREAM OF READ MEDIA DATA BACK TO CLIENT
15 videoStream
16 .on("open", function () {
17 videoStream.pipe(res);
18 })
19 .on("end", function (){
20 res.end();
21 })
22 .on("error", function(err) {
23 res.end(err);
24 });
25 ...
26 };

1
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As can be seen in figure 4-20, an incoming stream-request is initially served by 
creating a server response header declaring the content type and range to be sent 
back (row 4-9). Next, a readable stream is established (row 12) reading the specified 
range of the requested file from its location in the media file storage into the 
variable videoStream. As soon as data starts streaming into this variable, a function 
will be triggered establishing a writable stream (row 16-17). This is done through 
using the pipe() function, which connects the incoming readable stream to an 
outgoing writable stream held by the res object. Through this writable stream, all 
media content read from the media file is sent back to the requesting client in 
chunks. When the readable stream has reached the end of the requested range, this 
will trigger another function (row 19-20), which closes the writable stream to the 
requesting client through calling res.end(). Should an error occur during the 
transmission, this will also trigger a function (row 22-23), which closes the stream 
and sends an error message back to the requesting client.  

4.5.2 Establishment of a synchronized process for serving requests  

When serving client requests, much of the request processing such as database 
requests and media file transcoding is handled asynchronously. This means that the 
system does not wait for one command to be finished executing before executing 
the next. This presents an issue in situations where a successful and complete 
execution of one processing step is required, before launching the next step. 

Within the implemented server modules, there are multiple situations where a 
successful execution is dependent on the successful completion of one step before 
starting the next. One of these situations is related to receiving and processing 
media files.  

Media files being uploaded to the streaming server are initially sent through a 
transcoding process, converting the files into correct file format. The next 
processing step, which the files go through, is related to the creation of a thumbnail. 
A problem, which can occur here, is that the process of transcoding the uploaded 
file for some reason fails. If this happens, it would be unnecessary to produce a 
media thumbnail, since the media file might be unplayable. However, since the 
system executes commands asynchronously, the transcoding and thumbnail 
generating processes would be triggered independent of each other. What was 
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needed to overcome this problem was therefore a way of making sure that a 
thumbnail was only created when the media file had been successfully transcoded. 

In a system, which executes commands synchronously, the situation above 
would not have been an issue. This is since such a system executes the first 
command and then waits for it to finish before executing the next. This makes it 
possible to catch potential errors within each processing step and handle these 
before starting the next. A synchronization of the asynchronous processing steps 
would thereby solve the problematic situation described above. Within the 
streaming server this synchronization has been accomplished with the help of 
chained callback functions. Where synchronization is needed, a callback function is 
passed as an argument to the request processing function together with the 
remaining arguments. When the processing function has completed its task, it calls 
the callback function, which will trigger the next step in the processing chain. 

Figure 4-21 and 4-22, present pieces of sever code where the callback 
chains have been implemented. 

 

Figure 4-21, Synchronization of request serving process  

As can be seen in figure 4-21, the function call for generating a thumbnail 
(row 9) is encapsulated within the first callback function. If the conversion of an 
uploaded media file is successful, then the function creating a thumbnail will be 
triggered and so on.  

1 exports.receiveVideo = function(req , res){
2 var file = req.files.file;
3 var media_id = JSON.parse(req.body.data).media_id;
4 ...
5 // CONVERT VIDEO TO CORRECT FORMAT
6 convertMediaFile(file ,media_id , function(success ,mediaFileName){
7 if(success){
8 // GENERATE THUMBNAIL FOR VIDEO
9 generateThumbnail(mediaFileName ,function(success ,thumbnailName){

10 if(success){
11 //ADD DATABASE ENTRY FOR THUMBNAIL AND VIDEO
12 addReferencesInDb(media_id ,mediaFileName ,thumbnailName ,function(success){
13 if(success){
14 // MEDIA FILE UPLOAD SUCCEEDED
15 }
16 });
17 }
18 });
19 }
20 });
21 ...
22 };

1
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Figure 4-22, presents an extraction of code from the first function 
( convertMediaFile() ) called in figure 4-21. 

 

Figure 4-22, Function taking in a callback function as an argument 

As can be seen in figure 4-22, depending on the turn out of the file conversion, 
the callback function is called with different arguments (row 21 and row 24). Only a 
callback function call with the initial argument set as true will trigger the next step 
of the media file processing chain. 

4.5.3 Establishing efficient request routing  

One of the goals for the product resulting from this thesis project is for it to be 
further developed as an in-house project at the thesis internship company later on. 
In order to make this development as easy and smooth as possible, it is important to 
keep a few things in mind. One of them is connected to the fact that further studies 
of the system implementation might result in finding more efficient ways of 
implementing some of the system modules. This might in turn present the need to 
update or replace these modules with more efficient solutions. Another situation, 
which may occur, is that some other company project later on would like to reuse 
some implemented system module.  

For these reasons, specific focus has been set on making each of the system 
modules self-contained. This structure implies that if a specific module needs to be 

1 // TRANSCODE SUPPLIED FILE INTO CORRECT FORMAT (AUDIO CODEC: AAC , VIDEO CODEC: H.264)
2 function convertMediaFile(file , media_id , callback){
3 retrieveFileInfo(uploadedFileLocation ,function(success ,err ,mediaInformation){
4 ...
5 if(success){
6 var transcoderOptions=setTranscoderOptions(mediaInformation ,mediaFilePath ,uploadedFileLocation);
7 ...
8 var stream = avconv(transcoderOptions.avconv);
9 stream

10 .on(’message ’, function(data) {
11 console.log(data);
12 })
13 .on(’error ’,function(data){
14 //FILE CONVERSION FAILED
15 console.log("Media file conversion failed: "+data);
16 callback(false ,’’);
17 })
18 .once(’exit’,function(exitCode , signal , metadata) {
19 if(exitCode ==0){
20 //FILE CONVERSION WAS SUCCESSFUL
21 callback(true ,videoName);
22 }else{
23 //FILE CONVERSION FAILED
24 callback(false ,’’);
25 }
26 });
27 ...
28 }else{
29 throw err;
30 }
31 });
32 };

1
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replaced or discarded, this will not affect the remainder of the system. Also if there 
would be an interest in reusing some module, the structure would make it easy to 
extract all relevant code.  

In order for the composition of the self-contained system modules to act as a 
complete and full system, the establishment of efficient request routing has been 
crucial. In order to establish such request routing, each of the self-contained 
modules has been assigned a separate request handler class. This class houses all 
request handlers connected to a specific module. Each of the request handler classes 
has furthermore been assigned their own server API route to which clients send 
their requests. All of these routes are structured hierarchically with a main routing 
class at its root, in which the various API routes are declared. All client requests 
with a URL extension starting with /api, are first received by this main routing class. 
Here, the request URL is parsed further and then routed on. Within this class, 
erroneous API-calls are also handled. 

Figure 4-23, presents an extraction of code from the main routing class of the 
API.  

 
Figure	  4-‐23,	  Main	  API	  route	  handler	  

As can be seen in figure 4-23 (row 6-9), four main API routes (/api/video, 
/api/thumbnail, /api/relatedContent and /api/metaData) are declared, one for each 
server module. As can also be seen in figure 4-23, each API route is connected to a 
specific request handler class through using the require() function. Within the 
require() function, an address pointing to the request handler class’s location within 
the file hierarchy is declared. 

1 var errors = require(’./ components/errors ’);
2

3 module.exports = function(app) {
4

5 // ROUTES TO SERVER MODULES
6 app.use(’/api/video ’, require(’./api/video ’));
7 app.use(’/api/thumbnail ’, require(’./api/thumbnail ’));
8 app.use(’/api/relatedContent ’, require(’./api/relatedContent ’));
9 app.use(’/api/metaData ’, require(’./api/metaData ’));

10

11 // ALL UNDEFINED ASSETS OR API ROUTES SHOULD RETURN 404
12 app.route(’/:url(api|auth|components|app|bower_components|assets)/*’)
13 .get(errors [404]);
14

15 // ALL OTHER ROUTES SHOULD REDIRECT TO index.html
16 app.route(’/*’)
17 .get(function(req , res) {
18 res.sendfile(app.get(’appPath ’) + ’/index.html’);
19 });
20 };

1
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4.6 Brief summary 

Chapter 4 has presented the process of designing, developing and testing each 
of the streaming server modules. The chapter initially presented some general 
decisions and approaches, which were made before the actual development process 
started. The streaming server implementation has been built in JavaScript, using the 
Node.js framework. This choice has been made based on a study presenting 
Node.js’s superior capability of managing concurrency compared to other common 
implementation environments. Furthermore, a RESTful API has been chosen 
because of its simplicity when it comes to implementation as well as client usage.  

The resulting server has been self-hosted on a private server throughout the 
thesis project. This has partially been due to the fact that the project did not have 
any monetary budget. It has also been due to the thesis internship company’s plan to 
invest in a company-wide cloud storage solution within the close future.  

The database management system, which has been chosen for the thesis project 
implementation is MySQL. This choice was made due to the thesis internship 
company requesting that the project would use a relation-based DBMS.  

The chosen technique for testing the implemented streaming server has been 
unit-tests, using the Mocha-framework. Node.js comes with support for Mocha as 
default, which made it a convenient choice for testing. 

After having presented initial decisions and approaches for the implementation 
process, chapter 4 described the main third-party tools, which were used for the 
implementation. These tools were; Yeoman for project scaffolding, MP4Box for the 
generation of media manifests, FFMPEG for media transcoding and conversion and 
Git for code version control. 

Next, chapter 4 presented the technical and experimental conditions related to 
the thesis project. Here, it was mentioned that the thesis project has not had any 
monetary budget and that all used tools and equipment therefore either have been 
supplied by the thesis internship company, or been available for use free of charge. 
It was also mentioned that since the streaming server will enable clients to upload 
content, the implementation requires access to a scalable file storage solution. 

The next three subsection of chapter 4, described each of the implemented 
streaming server modules. For each of these modules, use cases and requirements 
were presented. These use cases were furthermore broken down into process flows, 
illustrated with the help of flowcharts. After having demonstrated the processing 
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flow for each use case, the chapter further described how each of these flows were 
implemented in the final system. Finally, the subsection presented how each of the 
implemented modules was tested to ensure that all system requirements had been 
fulfilled. 

The final subsection of chapter 4, described key techniques, which have been 
essential for the success of the server implementation. The presented techniques 
include the establishment of a media stream, the establishment of a synchronized 
process for serving requests as well as the establishment of efficient request routing. 
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Chapter 5 Resulting System 

In chapter 5, an overview of the final system resulting from the master thesis 
project is presented. Within the chapter all modules described in chapter 4, have 
been put together and are described in relation to one another.  

Initially, chapter 5 presents key system flowchart representing the process of 
handling the major system functionalities. Next, the chapter presents how the 
system database has been structured. Here, ER-diagrams are used to visualize the 
database design. Finally, chapter 5 describes how the system implementation has 
managed to fulfill the non-functional requirements stated in chapter 3. 

5.1 Key system flowcharts 

This subsection presents flowcharts describing key system functionalities. 
Initially, a subsection describes the system flow related to uploading content of 
various kinds. Next, a subsection presents a flowchart describing content retrieval. 
Finally, a subsection explains the system flow related to the removal of uploaded 
content. 

5.1.1 Upload flow 

A session of uploading new content to the streaming server, needs to be 
initiated by a client uploading the content related meta-data. When doing this, the 
meta-data is stored as a new entry within the system database and a unique 
media_id related to this entry is generated. This media_id is what is used to connect 
all system artifacts, which is why it needs to be generated before uploading any 
other system content. Once the client has received the media_id, he or she is free to 
upload any other content such as videos or presentations to the system. 

A session of updating already existing system content follows a similar flow as 
uploading new content. The only difference is that if a client wishes to update a 
meta-data entry, the uploaded meta-data object must contain the media_id for this 
entry as well as a client_id. By appending a media_id to the meta-data object, the 
server will overwrite the related database entry with the supplied meta-data within 
the object if the uploading client is authorized to do so. 

The flowchart in figure 5-1, presents an overview of the system flow related to 
uploading system content. 
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Figure 5-1, Flowchart – Overview of system upload functionality 

5.1.2 Data retrieval flow 

The flow of retrieving system data is initiated by a client requesting the 
meta-data object related to a specific media_id. Once the meta-data object has been 
received, the client is provided with references to media files, media manifests, 
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thumbnails and media related content files. Because of the highly modularized 
server structure, each media object artifact has its own individual API-route for 
retrieval. The flowchart in figure 5-2, below presents an overview of the system 
data retrieval process. 

 

Figure	  5-‐2,	  Flowchart	  –	  Overview	  of	  implemented	  media	  retrieval	  process	  

5.1.3 Data removal flow 

  The streaming server implementation is constructed in a way where the 
uploading user is the only one allowed to remove uploaded content. In order to 
remove content, the client therefore needs to pass a media_id as well as a client_id 
as arguments when requesting media to be removed. This configuration has been 
implemented in order to minimize the risk of content being removed by accident as 
well as to limit the system control over such actions.  

In a similar fashion as the flow for retrieving various media artefacts, the 
removal of these artefacts is processed individually. This implies that there is no 
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implemented flow for removing all artefacts with one single API call. A user who 
wishes to remove all content related to a specific media object, therefore has to call 
the API-routes sequentially, ending with the route for meta-data removal. The 
flowchart in figure 5-3, presents the process of deleting various kinds of uploaded 
content.  

	  

Figure	  5-‐3,	  Flowchart	  describing	  process	  for	  removal	  of	  media	  object	  artifacts	  

5.2 System database structure 

The database structure created for the streaming system consists of three tables; 
media_related_content, media_metaData and media_tags. Out of these tables, 
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media_metaData is the central table of the structure, where most data related to 
uploaded media files is located. As can be seen in figure 5-4, the media_id is the 
binding link between all three tables, thereby providing access to all system 
meta-data.  

The media_related_content table is used for storing references to uploaded 
content related to the media files, such as PDFs and PPTs. The media_tags table is 
used for storing tags related to the uploaded media content. The idea behind these 
tags is to offer the uploading client an opportunity to store keywords for the 
uploaded content. These keywords could then be used later on by clients in order to 
filter out specific types of content. 

As can be seen in figure 5-4, the media_metaData table contains fields for 
storing references to media thumbnails (media_thumbnail), media manifests 
(media_manifest) as well as the media related comments-thread (conversation_id). 
The table also holds a field for the alternative single-quality media file (media_url) 
to be used by clients not capable of parsing media manifests.  

 

Figure	  5-‐4,	  ER-‐diagram	  for	  streaming	  system	  database	  

5.3 Fulfilling non-functional system requirements 

In chapter 3, a list of six high-level non-functional system requirements was 
presented. These requirements have been broken down into a set of nine system 
requirements, presented within the requirements specification in Appendix A. These 
requirements have been named System-Wide Requirements (abbreviated with the 
prefix SWR within the requirements specification).  
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The following subsections describe how the final system manages to fulfill 
each of these system-wide requirements. 

5.3.1 System accessibility 

The first three presented requirements; SWR.1, SWR.1.1 and SWR.1.2 are 
related to the accessibility of the developed streaming platform. The fulfilment of 
these requirements was described in chapter 4.1.3, where the chosen server hosting 
solution was presented. 

5.3.2 Modularization and documentation 

Requirements SWR.2, SWR.2.1 and SWR.2.2 are related to documentation of 
the final system. In order to fulfill these requirements, an API-specification has 
been produced, which can be found in Appendix C. Also, all system code has been 
audited by an external part in order to make sure that all classes and methods have 
been well documented. This audit has also made sure that the system structure 
follows the Model-View-Controller (MVC) standard, thereby fulfilling requirement 
SWR.3. 

5.3.3 Concurrency management 

The last two SWR-requirements, SWR.4 and SWR.5, relate to the systems 
capability of serving multiple users concurrently as well as having a reasonable 
response time. Requirement SWR.4 states that the system shall be able to serve a 
minimum of 50 concurrent clients, making 2 requests each per second. Requirement 
SWR.5 states that any client request sent to any API route shall be responded to 
within 2 seconds. In order to make sure that these requirements have been fulfilled 
within the final product, system stress tests have been conducted. The stress tests 
performed have through gradually increasing the amount of concurrent clients, as 
well as sent requests investigated the system capabilities.  

Because of the fact that the developed system is only reachable from inside the 
network of the thesis internship company, there were only two options for testing 
the system. The first option was to sit at the company office, thus being connected 
to the company network directly when testing the system. The second option was to 
connect to the internal network, over a VPN-connection from a remote location. 
Both of these approaches come with advantages and disadvantages.  
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5.3.3.1 Conducting stress tests over a VPN-connection 

Tests conducted over a VPN-connection would be closer to a real-life scenario, 
since the server would be accessed from a remote location. This would be a use case 
similar to the one of a consultant using the system when being away from the 
company office. By utilizing the VPN-solution currently in use at the thesis 
internship company however, all requests will be encrypted when sending them and 
responses decrypted when receiving them. This encryption-decryption process takes 
time and would create a bias when attempting to measure latency between a request 
and its corresponding response [52]. Also, because of the encryption and decryption, 
which has to take place, there is a limited throughput for requests and responses 
within the VPN-client. This implies that the VPN-client may drop requests if they 
are sent at a too high rate in order to manage congestion [52]. Dropping requests 
would imply that only a fraction of the sent requests would ever reach the server for 
processing. This would in turn result in only a limited amount of responses being 
sent back to the requesting client. Also, when this is done some responses may still 
be dropped by the VPN-client due to its congestion control. All this potential loss of 
requests and responses would create a bias within the test results. This is because it 
would be difficult to tell whether errors occurring are due to the server’s capabilities 
or due to the VPN-connection. 

5.3.3.2 Conducting stress tests when sitting at the company office 

If test would be conducted when sitting at the thesis internship company’s 
office, the VPN-related issues would not exist. This would imply that a higher 
number of requests are likely to reach the server for processing, thereby generating 
more responses back to the client for measuring. However, in this case the client 
would be sending its request within the very same internal network as the one to 
which the company servers are connected. By doing this, the distance, which the 
requests have to travel, is drastically reduced compared to sending them across the 
Internet. This would likely result in a very short latency, making the test results 
biased.  

5.3.3.3 Chosen approach for stress tests 

Because of the advantages and disadvantages presented for both approaches of 
testing system concurrency management, a choice was made to perform the tests 
using both approaches. Tests performed over the VPN-connection have been 
considered to provide more accurate results when sending request at a low intensity. 
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Tests performed when sitting at thesis internship company’s office have been 
considered to provide and insight into the amount of clients, which the server is 
capable of serving concurrently.    

5.3.3.4 Stress test results 

Before conducting the stress tests, it is important to remember that connecting 
clients may have different behaviour patterns while using the system. Because of 
this, a choice was made to test the systems based on two scenarios presented below. 

5.3.3.4.1 Stress test scenario 1 (increase in concurrent clients) 

The first stress test scenario consisted of testing the system’s capability of 
serving an increasing amount of concurrent clients, making 2 requests each per 
second. The amount of concurrent clients tested reached from 20 up to 1600 and 
each test was carried out during a 20 second time frame. Chart 5-1 below, presents 
the results from the stress tests performed when being directly connected to the 
internal network of the thesis internship company. 

 

 
Chart 5-1, Stress test results from testing an increase in concurrent clients (inside the company’s internal network) 

Chart 5-2, Error rate corresponding to test results in chart 5-1.   

As can be seen in chart 5-2, the server manages to handle up to 400 concurrent 
clients before any errors occur. This is 8 times the required minimum amount of 
concurrent clients. Even though the mean latency is very low, which might be due 
to the fact that the tests were carried within the local network, a significant increase 
in latency can be seen when serving 400 concurrent clients. When doubling the 
amount of concurrent clients to serve again, now being 800 clients, chart 5-2 shows 
that errors start to occur. At this point the latency also exceeds the required 
maximum of 2 seconds as can be seen in chart 5-1. 
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Chart 5-3 below, present results from the stress tests of the first scenario when 

performed over a VPN-connection, from a remote location. 
 

 
Chart 5-3, Stress test results from testing an increase in concurrent clients (over a VPN-connection) 

Chart 5-4, Error rate corresponding to test results in chart 5-3 

As can be seen in chart 5-3, the system manages to fulfill the requirement of 
serving 50 concurrent clients, making 2 requests each per second, within the limits 
for server response time. The system furthermore manages to do so with relatively 
short mean latency (136 ms) and without any errors occurring. As can also be seen 
in chart 5-3, the system manages to serve twice the required amount of concurrent 
clients, within the acceptable limits for server response time. This is possible even 
though the communication takes place over a VPN-connection, including 
encryption and decryption of requests and responses.  

When the amount of concurrent clients reaches 200, the server response time is 
significantly increased, reaching over 8.1 seconds, as can be seen in chart 5-3. 
When looking back at chart 5-1, where no VPN-client was used, there was no 
significant increase in latency when the amount of concurrent clients increased from 
100 to 200. The significant increase in chart 5-3 might therefore be an indication of 
the VPN-client starting to reach its upper limit rate for incoming request. As the 
amount of concurrent clients continues to increase from 200 to 400, chart 5-4 shows 
that errors start to occur. This may also be an indication of the VPN-client having 
reached its upper limit for incoming requests, since chart 5-2 did not show any 
errors occuring on the server until the amount of concurrent clients reached 800.   
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5.3.3.4.2 Stress test scenario 2 (increase in request frequency) 

The second stress test scenario consisted of testing the system’s capability of 
managing a request-intensive behaviour pattern. During these tests, the amount of 
concurrent clients reached from 20 up to 100. The amount of requests per second 
made during the tests reached from 5 per client up to 20 per client. Each of the tests 
was carried out during a 20 second time frame. Chart 5-5 below, presents the results 
from the stress test performed when being directly connected to the internal network 
of the thesis internship company. 

 
 

Chart 5-5, Stress test results from testing an increase in requests frequency (inside the company’s internal network) 

 

Chart 5-6, Error rates related to test results in chart 5-5 

As can be seen in chart 5-5, the server is capable of handling up to 1000 
requests per second, coming from 50 concurrent, while still managing to respond 
within the required 2 seconds. When the amount of concurrent clients is increased 
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to 100, the response time exceeds the required 2 seconds with 50 milliseconds. As 
can be seen in chart 5-6, errors start to occur when the amount of received client 
requests reach 1000 per second. 50 concurrent clients sending 20 requests each per 
second causes an error rate of 0.3 percent, while 100 concurrent clients sending 10 
requests each per second causes an error rate of 1.3 percent. It must however be 
noted that a single client making 10-20 server-requests per seconds would not be a 
common system use case. Already at 5 requests per second, the client usage pattern 
could be considered as intensive. 

Chart 5-7 below, present results from the stress tests of the second scenario, 
when performed over a VPN-connection from a remote location. 

 

 

Chart 5-7, Stress test results from testing an increase in requests frequency (over a VPN-connection) 

 

Chart 5-8, Error rates related to test results in chart 5-7 
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As can be seen in chart 5-7, the system quickly exceeds the maximum allowed 
server response time already at 20 clients making 10 requests each per second. As 
can be seen in chart 5-8, errors start occuring when the amount of client requests 
reaches 400 requests per second (20 clients making 20 requests each per second). 
As was stated when describing the results related to stress test scenario 1, these 
errors might however be due to the VPN-client reaching its upper limit for incoming 
concurrent requests.  

In chart 5-7, it can be seen that the mean latency is significantly lowered when 
the amount of requests per second reaches and exceeds 1000, sent from 100 
concurrent clients. This is due to the large amounts of errors occurring as can be 
seen in chart 5-8. Latency measurements can only be performed when receiving a 
response from the server. When sending these large amounts of requests (≥1000 per 
second) to the server, the amount of errors reaches and exceeds 75%. Many of these 
errors are due to requests being dropped by the VPN client, in an attempt to manage 
congestion. This means that only a fraction of the sent requests actually reaches the 
server for processing. The latency measurements can therefore only be calculated 
based on the server response to this fraction of requests. This creates a biased result, 
which can be seen on the green curve (100 clients making 10-20 requests each per 
second) in chart 5-7. A similar trend can also be noticed if looking at the red curve 
(50 clients making 20 requests each per second) in chart 5-7.   

5.4 Brief summary 

Chapter 5 has presented an overview description of the final system resulting 
from the conducted master thesis project. The chapter initially presented flowcharts 
describing the three main system functionalities; media upload, media retrieval and 
media removal. Within the flowcharts the modules previously described 
individually in chapter 4 have been put together in order to provide a complete 
overview of the related system flow. 

The second subsection of chapter 5 provided an insight into the system 
database structure. Within the database, three SQL-tables have been used for 
structuring meta-data, related to uploaded media. The main database table is called 
media_metaData. This table for example, contains references to media manifests, 
thumbnails as well as the single quality media files. Each entry within the 
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media_metaData table is indexed by a media_id. This attribute is what has been 
used for linking all attributes of meta-data, related to a specific media file together. 

The final subsection of chapter 5, described how the non-functional system 
requirements (initially presented in chapter 3) have been fulfilled in the final system. 
Within this subsection, results from conducted stress tests of the final system were 
presented. These test results clearly show that the system manages to fulfill its 
minimum requirement of serving 50 concurrent clients, sending 2 requests each per 
second to the server. The test results further showed that the system even manages 
to handle twice the required minimum load, while still owning an acceptable 
response time.   
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Chapter 6 Discussion 

Within this chapter, the presented thesis project implementation is discussed. 
The discussions concern the relevance of the resulting system for the thesis 
internship company, the chosen approach for implementation as well as 
recommendations for future work. 

6.1 Relevance of the resulting system for the internship 
company 

As was described initially within the thesis, efficient knowledge sharing is one 
of the key success factors of the thesis internship company. This means that all 
actions, which can facilitate or improve the company’s ability to spread knowledge 
among its employees is of great value. The system resulting from the conducted 
thesis project is capable of offering both of these two features. As the thesis report 
has described, knowledge sharing events taking place at the company have 
previously only been available to employees, who have been able to attend the 
actual event. Employees, who have not had the same opportunity, have at best been 
able to look at slides or similar documentation from the event. Documentation from 
held events have been made available in the past through uploading it to the 
common accessible company file storage. As has been described, this has often 
resulted in problems finding the content, due to a lacking protocol for how and 
where to store and structure uploaded material within the file storage.  

Through the establishment of the new streaming platform, the company is 
provided with a solution to both of the above-mentioned issues. The idea is that the 
new platform will create an incentive for recording video material from held 
lectures and events. Furthermore, the idea is to bring about a whole new dimension 
of company knowledge sharing, through offering the recorded material across all 
company offices. This feature can greatly improve the company’s ability to offer 
clients even more competent consultants. 

In addition to establishing the streaming platform, this thesis project has also 
provided insight into an approach for establishing adaptive dynamic streaming. A 
question, which can be posed here, is how much extra value this will bring to the 
final product? A reasonable assumption, which can be made, is that in many cases 
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the streaming platform will be accessed from locations where a rather stable 
high-speed Internet connection is available. This would of course reduce the need 
for stream adaption. However, another reasonable assumption, which can be made, 
is that consultants working on client project have little time over to learn about new 
techniques. Perhaps the only available time for consultants to take part of this is 
when they are traveling to and from clients. As the thesis report has described, the 
use of a mobile device on the move can imply great fluctuations in bandwidth and 
connectivity. This is when the adaptive abilities of the streaming platform could 
prove to be a really convenient feature.   

6.2 Chosen approach and implementation 

As has been described, early work in the project was spent on conducting a 
literature study. During this study, standards, common approaches for 
implementation and theory on the subject of streaming were elicited. Based on the 
results from this initial study, system design, implementation approach as well as 
testing method was selected. An agile approach was chosen for conducting system 
development throughout the thesis project. Through iterative development work, the 
project product owner as well as company employees were given the opportunity of 
trying the new system on several occasions. This approach resulted in much 
constructive feedback on the implementation and design choices. By being able to 
continually gather feedback on the implementation, the final system could be 
configured to suit the intended user groups’ needs more accurately. This has helped 
to ensure the future success and usability of the delivered system. 

An alternative approach for system implementation, which could have been 
used, is following the waterfall model. If this approach had been used instead, there 
would not have been any intermediate system releases. Instead the success of the 
final implementation would have mainly relied on the results from the initial 
requirements gathering process. When looking back at the initial set of requirements, 
which were elicited during early stage of this project, one can argue that the final 
implementation would not have been the same, if only these requirements had been 
used. This is because of the initial set of system requirements being very vague. 
Also throughout the conducted implementation process, there were several new 
features requested, which were requested for the final system. An example of such a 
feature is the sensitivity notice, which should be streamed to the client prior to 
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sending a requested video. If a waterfall approach would have been used instead, 
the implementation process would not have been as dynamic. Also the need for 
extra features would not have been found until the end of the project when tests 
would have been conducted. By using an agile approach, the project managed to 
create an early hype as well as a discussion about the application among the 
company employees. This resulted in much constructive feedback, which could be 
used to ensure the success of the final product. 

As has been described previously, the implemented streaming server has been 
built as a set of self-contained modules. The main purpose of this structure has been 
to facilitate system management and extension later on. The modularization helps to 
keep the amount of system dependencies low within the system, which is a great 
advantage. However, the structure also brings some disadvantages. In order to keep 
all modules self-contained this means that a client wishing to utilize functionality of 
several server modules has to send specific requests to each of these modules. This 
is because the modules have not been allowed to depend on each other, which 
would be the case if they were to communicate. An example of a situation where 
this structure becomes disadvantageous is when uploading content. A client wishing 
to upload a media file first has to send the media related meta-data to the meta-data 
management module. When receiving response from this module, the client can 
then upload the media file through a second request sent to the media management 
module. This architectural structure implies that the server will have to process 
more requests, than it would if there were no self-contained modules. In such a 
situation, the server modules would be able to communicate with each other and 
thereby reduce the amount of necessary requests. Even though the choice of using 
self-contained module might cause some extra processing time, the belief is that the 
overall gain in system simplicity and ease of use will overrule this small 
disadvantage.  

When stress-testing the final system, two approaches were used, stress testing 
when being directly connected to the company network as well as stress testing over 
a VPN-connection. Neither of the approaches were however capable of simulating 
an authentic user scenario. This was due to the fact that the final system is currently 
only reachable from inside the internal network of the thesis internship company. 
Because of this, both approaches for stress testing had some disadvantages such as 
the VPN approach, causing extra processing time due to encryption and decryption 
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of data. In spite of this disadvantage, the performed stress tests clearly showed that 
the implemented system managed to process twice the required minimum amount of 
concurrent clients within the limits for acceptable response time.  

The implemented system uses an event-based system structure, built with the 
Node.js framework. This brings many advantages when it comes to concurrency 
management and efficient processing. However, as was described in chapter 3 the 
use of an event-based system structure also comes with some disadvantages. Such a 
disadvantageous situation, which could occur within the presented system solution, 
is related to uploading of content. As was described in chapter 3, an event-based 
system structure risks causing the system to become slow and less responsive, when 
performing time demanding tasks. Such a situation would occur if many clients 
would upload content to the system simultaneously. This is because of the time 
demanding task of transcoding uploaded content. Node.js however, manages to 
overcome this issue with the help of the described “child processes”. By utilizing 
the thread-based behavior of the child processes, Node.js manages to spread the 
workload of multiple time demanding requests over multiple processor cores. This 
means that it is capable of processing several time demanding requests in parallel. 

6.3 Ethical and environmental aspects 

Content intended for the streaming platform will in most cases consist of 
company consultants presenting new techniques, used in different client projects. 
These presentations may sometimes include sensitive client information, which 
should not be shared with anyone outside the thesis internship company. For this 
reason, it is important that the streaming platform includes protective measures, 
which can prevent this from taking place. Within the resulting system, there are two 
such measures. The first preventive measure comes with the platform hosting. As 
has been described previously, the implemented system is run on a server hosted by 
the thesis internship company. This server is only accessible from inside the local 
company network, meaning that only users connected to the company network are 
able to access the streaming platform. Since this network is only accessible to 
company employees, this effectively prevents unauthorized users from accessing 
the uploaded material. Something, which has to be taken into consideration here, is 
that all company employees may not know that the available media material should 
be kept private. This could result in employees showing the material to 
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unauthorized users by mistake. In order to prevent this from happening, a second 
security measure is the added sensitivity notice. All platform streaming-sessions are 
initiated by this notice, being streamed to the client, informing him or her about the 
usage restrictions. 

6.4 Future work 

What is important to remember is that the system resulting from this thesis 
project should not be considered as complete. There is still work to be done in order 
to complete it. As has been described previously in the report, there are two main 
areas in which the resulting system functionality and performance can be improved 
further; server hosting and application file storage.  

As system tests have shown, the system currently manages to handle the 
required minimum load and also has the capacity for some increase in usage. 
However, as the company grows, the application usage will most likely increase as 
well. This implies that the excess capacity will grow smaller and smaller over time. 
Eventually, the current system might reach its limitation and thereby become slow, 
less responsive and error prone. In order to prevent this from happening, a 
recommendation is to move the system from its self-hosted solution to a more 
scalable alternative. This would also be the case for the file storage solution, which 
is also currently located on the self-hosted server.  

The currently implemented solution for file storage divides video material, 
thumbnail, media related content files and media manifests into separate system 
folders. This hierarchical structure currently works but is not recommended due to 
the access limitations of the folders. What would instead be a preferred choice is to 
move all file storage to a cloud-based CDN-solution. This would provide several 
benefits for the system. Firstly, the CDN-solution would make the system more 
redundant in case of system failure. If the current server machine would break down, 
for some reason, this might imply that all uploaded content is lost. A CDN-solution 
would prevent this by spreading the system files among multiple server machines. 

Secondly, using a CDN-solution could improve media buffering time further. 
Based on results from performed system tests, media buffering is currently not an 
issue. However as the amount of system users increases and more content is 
uploaded, the instatement of a CDN-solution would help to make sure that buffering 
time and system responsiveness does not become an issue in the future. 
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In addition to the two main improvement-areas presented above, there are also 
other areas where potential improvements could be made.  

The implemented solution utilizes a small amount of third party modules, 
which have been available free of charge. The remainder and major portion of the 
system consist of self-built modules. This implies that there might be similar 
modules on the market better suited for fulfilling one or multiple of the 
implemented system features. An example of such a feature could be the 
implemented streaming module. Throughout the thesis project, the entire streaming 
module has been built without the use of any third-party solutions, only pure 
Node.js modules. The reason behind this has been a desire to learn more about how 
to establish and control media streams, through designing building all components 
entirely from the beginning. This has been very educational, but it however does not 
guarantee that the implemented solution is the most efficient one. Therefore, it is 
strongly suggested that future developers to take a closer look at the implemented 
modules, as well as potentially more suitable solutions available on the market. 
Within the current implementation, a default user account is used for handling all 
received server requests. As has been described, no efforts have been made to 
implement any user management system within the solution. However, the server 
has been made ready to be connected to the user management system currently in 
use at the thesis internship company. By connecting this system to the presented 
streaming server, this creates the opportunity of customizing system content based 
on the users preferences. An example of such customization would be to suggest 
material to clients, based on what the user has been watching previously. If such a 
feature would be implemented, it is probable that user satisfaction as well as system 
value would increase further. 
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Conclusion 

Research and development conducted as part of this master thesis project has 
managed to recognize 5 vital components, requiring close considerations when 
attempting to establish a successful streaming service. These are; the web server 
system structure, the server API, the server hosting solution, the application data 
storage solution and finally the actual streaming module. During the project 
research a trend of converting streaming platforms into using HTTP-based 
streaming was recognized, within the streaming community. The reasons behind 
this trend were found to be the many advantages, also recognized as the success 
factors of HTTP-based streaming. These success factors and advantages of 
HTTP-based streaming are: platform independency, low scaling costs, efficient data 
cashing, ability to overcome troublesome client firewall issues as well as bandwidth 
optimizing abilities. 

As has been described in the report, consultants of the thesis internship 
company have been facing several challenges, related to the accessibility of 
knowledge sharing material. The instatement of a streaming solution greatly 
improves this situation and implementing HTTP-based streaming as part of this 
solution provides an additional level of accessibility. The use of HTTP-based 
streaming implies that no application has to be downloaded and installed before 
being able to start streaming. The only thing needed is a web browser. This means 
that consultants will be able to take part of the available knowledge sharing material, 
no matter what device they are using. As has also been described, consultants have 
very limited time to spare on activities such as taking part in the offerd knowledge 
sharing events, etc. It is probable that the only time when these consultants actually 
have time to take part of the provided material, is when they are on the move to and 
from clients. This is where HTTP-based streaming yet again proves to be a wise 
choice of technique. This is because of the simplicity in providing adaptive 
streaming abilities, adjusting the stream based on connectivity and available 
bandwidth where the consultant is currently located.  

The agile methodology Scrum was chosen for the development process 
throughout the thesis project. This choice made the development work dynamic and 
provided an ability to receive continuous feedback on the implemented solution. In 
relation to alternative methodologies, such as the waterfall method, a belief is that 
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Scrum provided a better ability to ensure the success of the final product. This is 
since the intended user group was given an opportunity to continuously influence 
the project outcome and implemented features in order to suit their needs. 

As results from the conducted tests in the report have shown, the final system 
manages to fulfill all stated system requirements. Furthermore, the system 
implementation also includes a margin when it comes to concurrency management. 
This margin will ensure an extended lifetime of the final product, as it will be better 
capable of coping with the current growth rate of the thesis internship company. 
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Appendix A – System Requirements 

Table A-1, System Requirements 

Requirement	  ID	   Requirement	  Description	   Priority	  

SWR.1	   The	  streaming	  platform	  should	  be	  accessible	  from	  any	  location	  as	  

long	  as	  the	  user	  has	  access	  to	  an	  Internet	  connection	  

High	  

SWR.1.1	   The	  streaming	  platform	  should	  only	  be	  accessible	  for	  employees	  

of	  Netlight	  

High	  

SWR.1.2	   Users	  should	  only	  be	  able	  to	  access	  the	  system	  through	  an	  

approved	  authentication	  solution	  

High	  

SWR.2	   The	  streaming	  platform	  shall	  be	  well	  documented.	  For	  definition	  

of	  “well	  documented”,	  see	  sub-‐requirements	  

Mid	  

SWR.2.1	   An	  API-‐specification	  shall	  exist	  for	  the	  system	   Mid	  

SWR.2.2	   All	  system	  functions	  shall	  have	  comments	  describing	  their	  

functionality,	  their	  input	  arguments	  and	  output	  

Mid	  

SWR.3	   The	  streaming	  platform	  shall	  follow	  the	  MVC	  principle	  and	  be	  

modularized	  into	  self-‐contained	  components	  

Mid	  

SWR.4	   The	  streaming	  platform	  shall	  support	  a	  minimum	  of	  50	  

concurrent	  clients	  making	  2	  requests	  each	  per	  second	  

Mid	  

SWR.5	   A	  client	  request	  sent	  to	  any	  API	  route	  shall	  be	  responded	  to	  

within	  2	  seconds	  

Mid	  

MM.1	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  receive	  media	  files	   High	  

MM.1.1	   Accepted	  media	  file	  formats	  of	  received	  media	  files	  are:	  

• MP4	  

High	  

MM.1.2	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  convert	  media	  file	  codecs	  

into	  the	  following	  audio	  and	  video	  codec:	  

• Audio	  Codec:	  AAC	  

o Video	  Codec:	  H.264	  

High	  

MM.2	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  generate	  a	  thumbnail	  from	  

a	  received	  media	  file	  

Mid	  

MM.3	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  break	  down	  received	  media	  

files	  according	  to	  the	  MPEG-‐DASH	  standard	  

Low	  
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Table A-1 System Requirements, Continued Table 

Requirement	  ID	   Requirement	  Description	   Priority	  

MM.3.1	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  generate	  a	  manifest	  file	  

connected	  to	  the	  broken	  down	  media	  file	  

Low	  

MM.4	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  serve	  client	  requests	  for	  

media	  manifest	  files	  

Low	  

MM.5	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  stream	  media	  content	  to	  

clients	  

High	  

MM.5.1	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  serve	  range-‐requests	  for	  

media	  files	  by	  establishing	  a	  media	  stream	  for	  the	  specified	  

range	  to	  the	  requesting	  client	  

Mid	  

MM.6	   Clients	  requesting	  media	  content	  must	  first	  receive	  a	  sensitivity	  

notice	  video	  prior	  to	  receiving	  the	  requested	  media	   	  

Mid	  

MM.7	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  remove	  uploaded	  media	  

content	   	  

Mid	  

MM.7.1	   Only	  clients	  with	  the	  same	  client_id	  as	  the	  uploading_client_id	  

may	  remove	  media	  content,	  thumbnail	  and	  media	  manifests	  

Mid	  

MM.7.2	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  remove	  media	  thumbnails	   Mid	  

MM.7.3	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  remove	  media	  manifests	   Mid	  

MDM.1	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  receive	  meta-‐data	  content	   High	  

MDM.1.1	   Meta-‐data	  shall	  be	  formatted	  as	  JSON	  strings	   High	  

MDM.2	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  store	  meta-‐data	  in	  the	  

system	  database	  

High	  

MDM.3	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  update	  stored	  meta-‐data	   Mid	  

MDM.4	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  serve	  client	  requests	  for	  

meta-‐data	  entries	  

High	  

MDM.5	   The	  streaming	  server	  hall	  be	  able	  to	  remove	  stored	  meta-‐data	   Mid	  

MDM.5.1	   Only	  a	  client	  with	  the	  same	  client_id	  as	  the	  uploading_client_id	  

may	  delete	  a	  meta-‐data	  entry	  

Mid	  
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Table A-1 System Requirements, Continued Table 

Requirement	  ID	   Requirement	  Description	   Priority	  

RCM.1	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  receive	  media	  related	  

content	  files	  

Mid	  

RCM.1.1	   Accepted	  file	  formats	  of	  the	  related	  content	  files	  are:	  

• Microsoft	  PowerPoint	  files	  (.ppt,	  .pptx)	  

• Microsoft	  Word	  files	  (.doc,	  .docx)	  

• Apple	  KeyNote	  files	  (.key)	  

• PDF	  (.pdf)	  

Mid	  

RCM.2	   Uploaded	  media	  related	  content	  files	  shall	  be	  stored	  within	  

streaming	  server	  file	  storage	  

Mid	  

RCM.3	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  store	  a	  reference	  to	  the	  media	  related	  

content	  file	  in	  the	  system	  database	  

Mid	  

RCM.4	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  serve	  requests	  for	  media	  

related	  content	  files	  

Mid	  

RCM.5	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  serve	  requests	  for	  

thumbnails	  related	  to	  uploaded	  media	  

Mid	  

RCM.6	   The	  streaming	  server	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  remove	  uploaded	  media	  

related	  content	  

Mid	  

RCM.6.1	   Only	  clients	  with	  a	  client_id	  identical	  to	  the	  uploading_client_id	  

for	  the	  related	  content	  file	  shall	  be	  able	  to	  remove	  the	  file	  

Mid	  
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Appendix C – API-specification 

Meta-data 

API-route:  
/api/metaData/allEntries 

HTTP request type:  
GET 

Description:  
Retrieves all media meta-data entries from the system database 
 

API-route:  
/api/metaData/count 

HTTP request type:  
GET 

Description:  
Retrieves the count of media meta-data entries within the system database 

 
API-route:  

/api/metaData/singleEntry/:media_id 
HTTP request type:  

GET 
Description:  

Retrieves one single meta-data entry for supplied media_id. 
 
API-route:  

/api/metaData/ 
HTTP request type:  

POST 
Description:  

Takes a meta-data JSON-object and attempts to either update an existing 
database entry or create a new entry.  

In order to update a meta-data entry the JSON-object needs to contain at least a 
media_id for the meta-data entry to update and a client_id specifying the client 
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attempting to update the meta-data entry. Only the client who created the meta-data 
entry is able to update the entry. 

In order to create a new meta-data entry the JSON-object needs to contain at 
least a client_id. 

A full description of available attributes for the JSON-object is specified 
below: 

media_id    - Id of media_file to update 
   media_title    - Title of a media file 

client_id    - Id of client creating of updating meta-data entry 
media_description  - Description of media file 
speaker     - Speakers in media file 
media_language   - Language spoken in media file 
from_office    - Office where media file was recorded 
event_date    - Date when event in media file took place 

 
API-route:  

/api/metaData/:media_id/:client_id 
HTTP request type:  

DELETE 
Description:  
 Deleting a meta-data entry corresponding to media_id from the database. A 
client can only delete meta-data entries, which he/she/it has created. Clients are 
distinguished by the supplied client_id. 
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Media stream and manifest 

API-route:  
/api/video/stream/:media_url 

HTTP request type:  
GET 

Description:  
 Retrieves a media stream corresponding to the supplied media_url. 
 
API-route:  

/api/video/mpd/:media_id 
HTTP request type:  

GET 
Description:  
 Retrieves the media manifest corresponding to the supplied media_id. 
 
API-route:  

/api/video/ 
HTTP request type:  

POST 
Description:  
 Uploads a media file to the streaming server. In order for the upload to be 
successful, a JSON object with a media_id and a media_title has to be supplied as 
part of the HTTP POST-request. 
 
API-route:  

/api/video/:media_id/:client_id 
HTTP request type:  

DELETE 
Description:  
 Deletes the media files related to the supplied media_id. Only the uploading 
client has the ability to delete the media files. client_id therefore also has to be 
supplied to the URL.  
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Thumbnail 

API-route:  
/api/thumbnail/:thumbnail_url 

HTTP request type:  
GET 

Description:  
 Retrieves the thumbnail corresponding to the request URL supplied as the 
thumbnail_url argument. 
 
API-route:  

/api/thumbnail/:media_id/:client_id 
HTTP request type:  

DELETE 
Description: 

Deletes the thumbnail related to the supplied media_id. Only the client who 
uploaded the media file related to the thumbnail is allowed to remove the thumbnail. 
client_id therefore also has to be supplied to the request URL. 
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Media related content  

API-route:  
/api/relatedContent/:content_url 

HTTP request type:  
GET 

Description: 
Retrieves the file related to the supplied content_url. 

 
API-route:  

/api/relatedContent/ 
HTTP request type:  

POST 
Description: 

Uploads a media related content file to the streaming server. In order for the 
file upload to be successful, a JSON-object containing the related media_id has to 
be supplied as part of the HTTP POST-request. 
 
API-route:  

/ api/relatedContent/media_id/:client_id 
HTTP request type:  

DELETE 
Description: 

Deletes the media related content files related to the supplied media_id. Only 
the client who uploaded the media file related to the media related content files are 
allowed to remove the thumbnail. client_id therefore also has to be supplied to the 
request URL.  
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